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These notes contain an outline of the course of lecture* in

Practical Astronomy and Geodesy, that, for over twenty-five

years, has been given to the students of the Third Year in

the department of Civil Engineering in the Faculty of Applied

Science of the University of Toronto. They are designed to

fulfil the requirements of candidates desirous of obtaining a

commission as a Dominion or Ontario Und Surveyor, andat

the same time to provide a course of study suited to the needs

of the engineer who does not intend to devote hinMeii

specially to this class of work.

Louis B. Stewakt.
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NOTES ON PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY
AND GEODESY.

I'R.VrU Al. ASTKONOMV.

In these notes it is propose)! to set forth in outline the mosi

useful methmis for iletermininn positions (.ml ilirei lions ""'««•

surfa.r of the earth. It is assunu-ii that the oh.erxrr is prmided

with tin' engineer's •-tinsit. or a nautiail srxtant, so that the

methmis desiriheil u-i- only suih as are atUipted to the use of

those instruments. More previse methmis. neiessilatini> instrit-

ments of the highest class, are therefore entirely omitted, or Iml

briefly referred to.

1. ShIIKKKAI. Co-ORmNATIs. SOUTION OV T' -STRO-

NOMUAl. TRIANtll.K.

Determination of the |K)sittun of a ixiint.

ffS /

In Fig. 1 CAO and ABO are fixed |)lanis of reference;

O is the |M)int of observation The dii iti()n of tlie line OS

is determinwl when the aiu' -l.>« a..tl BOS are known;

also when the spherical an^le S and the ar? t.S are known.

Hanes of referent e-
, r .u

Tile planes of r fcTtiK . used in astronomy are those ol the

equator, the ecliptic, i le meridian, and the horizon.

The pi-— of the I'l.itoi is that of the earth's equator.

\s the d;r.s ion of tic earth's axis is nearly fixed m space,

i)einK suhjv., onlv to slow changes of direction due to pre-

cession and nutation, therefore the plane ol the wiuator i»

nearly a fixed plane. .

The plane of the eclii>tic is the plane of the earth s orbjt.



The plane of the observer's meridian is a plane determined

by the earth's axis and the point of observation.

The plane of the hqrizon is a tangent plane to the earth s

surface

—

i.e., to the surface of standing water—at the point

of observation. It is therefore perpendicular to the observer s

plumb line.

The celestial sphere—
This is an imaginary sphere of infinite extent, whose centre

is coincident with the centre of the earth. Upon its surface

the heavenly bodies may be assumed to be, as they apparently

are, set Ukc brilliants.
. ^ . j . u

The reference planes above defined are assumed to oe

produced to intersect this sphere in great circles. The plane

of the horizon, as above defined, may be assumed to mtersect

the sphere in the same circle as that determined by a parallel

plane through the earth's centre, owing to the infinite extent

of the celestial sphere.

//(?.£'

Fig. 2 shews a projection of the celestial sphere on the

plane of the meridian, the reference circles being represented.

Thus
PZHR is the meridian,

EFK the equator, or c(iuinoctial,

HDN the horizon.



The ecliptic is not shewn, but V is a jioint in which it

intersects the equator.

If S now be the position of a star (by that term denoting

any heavenly body), and secondaries ZSD and PSF to the

horizon and equator respectively l>e drawn through it, these

arcs, with the meridian PZ, form a spherical triangle PZS,
which, from its frequent use in the solution of astronomical

problems, is termed the astronomical triangle.

Definitions—
The circle ZSD is a vertical circle: PSF a declination or

hour circle. P is the celestial pole; Z the zenith. SD is the

altitude oi S; ZS its zenith distance; SF its declination; PS its

polar distance; the angle PZS its azimuth; and ZPS its hour

angle. PSZ is generally called the parallactic angle.

As the observer's latitude is the angle between the direction

of the plumb line at the place of observation and the i^lane

of the equator, it follows that the latitude is the angle ZOH.

or the arc ZE. This is also eciual to the arc PN.
The following notation will be used

:

h denotes the altitude SD of S.

f denotes the ze ith dista ce ZS.

S de otes the declination SF.

p denotes the polar distance PS.

T denotes the hour angle ZPS.
A denotes the a/,imuth PZS.
C denotes the parallactic angle.

(t>
denotes the observer's latitude EZ or PN.

a denotes the right ascension VEF.

Systems of Spherical Co-ordinates.

1st svstem—Altitude and a/inuith.

The arcs SD and DN serve to delcrmine the position of S

with reference to the horizon and the meridian.

A small circle parallel to the hori/on is termed an almu-

cantar.

A vertical circle is a great circle iierpendiciilar to the

horizon.

The prime vertical is that vertical circle which passes

through the east and west points of the horizon.

2nd svstem—Declination and hour angle.

The arcs SF and FE determine the position of -S' with

reference to the equator and the meridian.

A iiarallel of declination is a small circle parallel to the

equator.

3rd system—Declination and right ascension.



The planes of the ec|uator and the ecliptic intersect in a

right line called ti.e line of the equinoxes. This line inter-

sects the sphere in the vernal and autumnal equinoxes.

The vernal ecjuinox is the point through which the sun
passes in going fr«)ni the st)uth to the north side of the equator

;

it is shewn at V, Fig. 2.

The equinoctial colure is the declination circle passing

through the equinoxes. The solstitial colure is the declination

circle passing through the solstices—the points of greatest

north and south declination on the ecliptic. It is therefore

at right angles to the equinoctial colure.

The co-ordinates in this system are the arcs SF and FV.

4th system—Celestial latitude and longitude.

K

;sf

r^H~- \ A
// \ /»"^^-^/»'!a'

I

1

1

\\ /'
^"-^

_-.,--'-

Fig3

In Fig. 3 VF.AR is the equator, VIIAK the ecliptic, VA
the line of the eciuinoxes, VPA the equinoctial colure, and
EPR the solstitial colure.

The co-ordinates in this system are SG, the latitude of S,

and GV the longitude. These are denoted by 13 and X respec-

tively.

In the first system the co-ordinates change continually

and irregularly on account of the diurnal rotation of the earth.

In the sccon(i system the declination is unchanged by that

rotation, and the hour angle changes uniformly with the lime.

In the third and fourth systems the co-ordinates are unchanged

l)V the diurnal rotatitm.



The third system of co-ordinates is for this reason used in

the construction of ephemerides.

Although unchanged by the diurnal rotation, the coordi-

nates of the third and fourth systems are changing continually

though slowly on account of precession and nutation.

Solution of the Astronomical Triangle.

i 1 ) Ciiven the altitude and azimuth of a star, and the latitude

of the place, to find the star's declination and hour angle.

F/G.4

If we denote the angular points of the astronomical triangle

ZP and S by A B and C, resjiectively, then in Fig. 4 we have
given

A =A, 6 = 90°-//, f = 90°-«;
and it is required to find

a=90°-6, and B = t.

These are given by the first of (1) and (5), Sph. Trig., p. 69

which become
sin 5 = sin h sin c^+cos /; cos (> cos A

.

sin A cot T = cos <> tan /; — sin cos A.
The first of these may be written

sin 5 = sin /i (sin 04-cot h cos <i> cos A)
Then introducing the auxiliary 9 such that

tan 6 = cot /; cos /I (1)

it becomes
sin 5 = sin // (sini^+cos </• tan d)

_ sin /; sin («+fl) (2)

cos 6

The second equation may be written

sin A
tan T = - --—r ; .-

cos tan « — sin <^ cos A
sin .4

tan /((cos — sin cot h cos A

)

sin A
tan /((cos — sin tai 6)

sin A cos Q

tan /; cosi0+S)



Eliminating tan fc by (1) this becomes

tan A sin (3)
tan T=

/ , Lfl\

Equations (1), (2) and (3) give the solution.

(2) Given the declination and hour angle of a star, and

the latitude of the place, to find the altitude and azimuth of

the star.

in the spherical triangle, Fig. 4, we have given

a = 90°-6, c = 90°-4>, and B = t

and b=m°-h and A
are required. These are given by the second equations of (1)

and (5), Spk. Trin., which become
sin /j = sin 6 sin <^+cos 8 cos

<t>
cos t

sin r cot i4 = cos tan 8 — sin (^ cos t

These may be written

sin h= sin 5(sin </)+cos <t> cot & cos r)

sin T

tan 5(cos — sin cot S cos t)

Then substituting cot fli = cot 6 cos t (4)

they become
sin 5 cos(fl, -0) (5)

sin Oi

sin T sin d\

tan 6 sini^i— <^)

Then eliminating tan 5 from this last by (4) it becomes
tan T cos di

tan A = —^—-z——

-

(6)
sm(fli — <|))

^^'

6i being given bv the equation
tan 5 (7)

tan di =
cos r

These two problems ser\c for the transformation from the

first system of co-ordinates to the second; and conversely.

(3) Given the altitude and declination of a star, and the

latitude of the place, to find the azimuth and hour angle.

In this case we have given

a = <H)°-5, 6 = 90°-/i, and c = 90°-<^

ind arc required to find

^l=.4,and5 = r

These are gi\cn by the first and second of either set of

equations (15), (7) or (8), Sph. Tri^. In these equations we

have
s =i(a+h+ c) =90°-|(<>-f5-f)
s-a=h{-a +b+c)= h{^+d-<t>)

sin h =

tan A =



s-b =J(a-6+f) =90''-i(f+«+«)
s—c =J(a+6-c) = §({•+«-«)

so that on substituting 5' = J(f+0+6) they become

, . , 1 ^ cos s' sin(i'— {)
sin' iA- - -

. .
-

cos sm f

, , . cos(s'-f)sin(/—(^)
cos- iA = -—:—r

cos sin f

, , . cos s' sin(j' — 8)
tan' \A = —-;

—

., .
, ,

'
-

cos(5 — f)sin(s — 0)

. , , sin(5' — 0)sin(Ji — 6)
sin' Jt =

cos' §r =

tan- jT =

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

cos tt> cos 5

COS(5' — {•)C'»' S'

cos 4> cos 5

sin(5' — 0)sin(5' — 6)

cos s' cosu' — f

)

(4) Given the altitude, declination, and hour angle of a

star, to find its jzimuth, and the latitude of the place.

The data here are

a = 90°-«, 6 = 90°-/;. and B = t;

and the required quantities

A=A, and c = 90°-<t>
These may be found by (3) and the second of (1). Sph.

Trig., which become
, sin T cos £ (14)

sin A = j

cos rt

sin h =sin 5 sin <^+cos 5 cos <> cos t

This last becomes (see cq. 5)

sin 5 cos (di—4>)
sin h =

Then transposing, we have

cos(9,-0) =

di being given by the eq

sin di

sin h sin 6,

sin d

(15)

tan 611 =
tan 8

cos T

There may be two solutions of this problem; but the

ambiguity may be removed by first determining <> and then

A by either of the equations (8), (9) or (10).

(5) Given the declination and azimuth of a star, and the

latitude of the place, to find the hour angle and altitude.

Thus we have
a=90°-«, A=A, andc = 90°-</>;



and arc required to find

B = T, and b = {)Q°-h.

The first of these is given by the second of (5), Sph. Trig,.,

which l)ccomes ,
sin T cot A =cos <i> tan 5 — sin 4> cos t

or sin r cot A -f sin (> C()> r = cos </> tan 5

which may be thus transformed:
cot /Ksin T+ tan .1 sin cos t) =cos <i> tan 5

or, substituting tan Sj = tan A sin (Ki)

this l)ecomes
cot A sin(T+fl2)

, ,=cos tan 6
cos Oi

or, trans|)osing

sin(T+9j) =cos (> tan S cos 0^ tan /l

Then eHminating tan A l)y (1(5) we have
sin(T+9j) =cot <|) tan b sin Sj (17)

Equations (IG) and (17) determine t.

We may now find h by applying one of equations (3),

Sph. Trig., to the astronomical triangle, which gives

, sin rcosS (18)
cos It = —.

—

.

sin A
We may also find h directly from the data by means of

the first of (1), Sph. Trig., which gives

sin b = sin h sin <>+cos h cos <i> cos A ;

which may be written

sin 5 = sin ^(sin /i+cos h cot cos A);
in which substituting

cot 63 = cot </) cos A
we ha\ e

sin b= sin </)(sin A+cos h cot Os)

_ sin <i> cos(/j— S3)

sin 03

sin b sin 0, (19)

sin

tan (20)

cos(/;-e3) =

Also
tan S3 =

(6) To find the altitude, hour angle, and azimuth of a

circumpolar star when at elongation, or maximum azimuth.

It is assumed that the latitude of the place is known.
When a star is at elongation the angle C, F"ig. 4, is a right

a.gle, and the solution is given b\ equations (26), (28) and

(27), Sph. Trig., which become

. , sm
sm n= -. —r>sm b

tan (t>

ta , 6
, sin A = cos 6

cos '

(21), (22), (23)



(7) To find the altitude and hour angle of a star when on
the prime vertical.

Here the azimuth A is equal to 90°. ard it is Tied

that <t> and 5 are given. Then applving efjuations (26) and
(28), Sph. Trig., we find

cos T =
tan 6

tan <t>

.sin h =
sin &

sin <i>

(24), (25)

(8) Given the right ascension and declination of a star,

ami the obliquity of the ecliptic, to find the latitude and
longitude of the star.

In the triangle PP'S, Fig. 3,

P.S=90°-5 P'5 = 90°-|3
SPP' = m°+ a SP'P = 90°-\
PP' = t

and we have by equations (1), (4) and (3), Sph. Trig.,

sin /3 = sin 5 cos t— cos 6 sin c sin a
cos /3 sin X = sin & sin t+cos h cos t sin a
cos /3 cos X = cos 5 cos a

Then substituting

m sin ^/= sin & \

m cos A/= cos 5 sin a (

they become
sin /3 =m sin {M—t)
cos /3 sin \ = m cos(A/— «)

These may be written

, - tan h
tan M= .

sin a

)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

. „ sin 5 sin(A/— «)

sm M
tan a cos(A/— t)

tan X =

(30)

cos M
The quadrant in which M is situated is determined by

equations (27), m being assumed always positive.

(9) Given the latitude and longitude of a star, and the
obliquity of the ecliptic, to find the right ascension and declin-

ation of the star.

As in the last case we have
sin 5 = s*n /9 cos e+cos /3 sin « sin X "|

— cos 5 sin o = sin /3 sin t— cos /3 cos t sin X .- (31)
cos 5 cos o = cos fi cos X; }

in which substituting

nsinAr= sin/3 \ (32)

n cos JV= cos /3 sin Xf



they become
sin i — n sjn(iV+«)
cos j sin a^n cos(iV+t)
cos S cos a — cos /3 cos X

P'rom these we derive

Un/J
sin X

sinj3sin(iV-H)

sin N
tan X cofi{N-\-t)

tan N'

sin i

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

tan a
cos N

10



2. Time.

The sidereal day.

The earth's motion of rotation, as far as ran at present In?

ascertained, is uniform; though theoretical considerations

point to a possible retardati«)n of its velocity. If such retarda-

ti<m exists, its amount must Ik* extremely minute, as up to

the present time none has l»een detected. The time of ap-
parent rotation of the starry sphere is therefore sensibly

constant, and may consequently be adopted as a unit of time
and Im.' denoted the sidereal day. Owing to the projier

motions of the fixed stars the practical sidereal day is the

time of rotation of the vernal equinox.
Sidereal time.

The sidereal day is assumed to t)egin at the instant of

upper meridian transit of the vernal equinox, which point

will in future be denoted by and referred to as the point V;
and the sidereal time at any instant is the hour angle of V
at that instant. It is thus equal to the right ascension of

any star which is on the meridian of the observer at that
instant.

The solar day.

A unit of time dependent on the sun is necessary for the

purposes of daily life.

On account of the earth's orbital motion about the sun
the latter body has an -apparent motion among the stars.

It



H<> that it ri-turiiH to llu' nu'ri<lian i>f a placf urarly finir

mimitfs lator on any ^ivt-n day than on thi- pn-vious day, an
shewn hy a clmk ri-Kitlati>d to sidiri-al tinu-.

This appari-nt motion of the jsnn, howcvi-r, is not uniform.
The earth moves in an elHps*-, of which the sun oeeupies
one of the f<Ki. and its angular velocity aU>ut llie sun varies
inversely as the stjuare of its radius veitor; the angular
velocity of the sun on the ecliptic therefore varies in the
same manner. An inequality in the lengths of the solar days
results from this; hut a further irregularity is due to the
ol>li(|uity of the ecliptic; f<»r, even if the sun's nu)tion on the
ecliptic were uniform, its motion in right ascension would
not Ik- .so.

Fig. 6

This is illustrated in Fig. 0, which is a projection on a
plane perpendicular to the earth's axis. P\ and Pt are two
consecutive positions of the earth in which the sun is on a
given meridian. The earth in the interval has |)erformed a
complete rotation on its axis plus the angle M'PtM", which
equals P,Sl'i, which is the angle through which the pro-
jection of the radius vector has revolved during the interval.

This angle varies from day to day, owing to the cau.ses above
mentioned, viz., the eccentricity of the earth's orbit and the
obliquity of the ecliptic. The solar day, being equal in length
to the time of an absolute rotation of the earth on its axis
plus the variable angle PiSPt, is therefore variable in length.
The angle P\SPt is clearly the motion of the sun in right
ascen.sion in the solar day.
To obtain an invariable unit of time dependent upon the

sun astronomers invented a fictitious sun, callc^ the mean
sun, and denoted by So in Fig. 7, which is assumed to move
at a uniform rate on the equator and to return to the vernal
equinox at the same instant as another fictitious sun 5i,

12



.isMinicil III nioNc ,ii .1 tiiiiliirni r.iu- mh mu nliiiiic. .S'l it

.iImi a»(itiu'<l III |i.i>« tliriiiivili |M'i'iv;i'(-, .itxl ilicrclnt'c .i|hiv;«'i'.

.It (he taint- iiittaiit at tin- intt- tun.

dk--~V*

Fin 7

&

Tlu- R'lativc iMisiiioiis of \\\v lliriT ^imh at (lilTiri'iii limes

of llu' year an- shewn in l-'i^'. 7. Tliet ilie poinis I7^.\'.l

shew the |)i»sitii)ns of the siiii wiu'ii tiii' earlh is al iurri>|)iinil-

iii^ piiinis in l-"ig. ").

Solar lime.

A])|)arent solar time at any instant is the hour an^ie of

the true sun at tliat instant.

Mean sohir lime is tiie hour anijie of tiie inian siin.

.\|)parent niKin is (lie inslant wiieii the >iin ison ihe ineriilian

of a place. Mean noon i> the instant when the nie.in sun is

on the meridian.

The etjuation of time is the ilirfereiui- between apparent

13



aiirl UK. Ill «..l.ir iiiiu ; nr, it is ilif ilifTrriinv of riKlit aMin»ion
ol the trill- >iiiii Mil. Ill Mtiio.

Irariiin (lilt ilii' ril.ili\i' |K)sitioiis of ilif thri-i- miih in
I' in. 7 sluws til. It ilif ('i|ii,iii(iii iif lime « hanm-. its .ilKiliraic
finii li.iir liiiu> in ilic yiar, alHiiii April i:»tli. Jimi' tltli.
Ann. ;i|si. and JKr. 2llli. It tln'nlori' has four ni.ixinium
Naliio.

l'/;/7 tint/ iislronotniitil linn-.

Till- <i\il ilav lii-Kiiih at llu' instant of lowir niiriilian
transit of tlir nicaii sun, or at midnJKlit: whilr ilu- a>tro-
notnii-al day of the saiiu- dalf In-nins at u|i|Hr iiuridian
transit 12 h. later.

Time itl ilijlirfnl nwritlians.

Fig 8

At any instant at iwo places in diflfercnt longitudes, the
hour angles of the sun, or «)f V, differ by an amouiU erpial
to their ditTereiue of longitude; conse(|uently the ditTerence
between the loeal times of the two jjlaces, either sf)Iar or
sidereal, is e(|ual to their difTerence of longitude.

This is shewn b\ Fig. 8. Thus if PA and PB are the
meridians of two pla«es. .S„ and V the mean sun and the
vernal e(|uino.\, respectively; then the M.T. at A is the
angle .lAS'o, and the sidereal time the angle APV. The
corresponiling tinrs at B exceed these b>- the angle APB
(denoted by L).

Sttimlard time.

I'or coiuenieiu .since ISSS the time used at any place in

N. .America, instead of being the local time of the place, is

the(»retically the time which differs by the nearest whole
number of hours from (Ircenwich time. Th's is called sian-

14



• I.inl tiiiu'. 'riiii>», till' lime wliit li ditTir-. I>\ .'>'' fri»m ilr.

liiiif i» ii«.i(l .It all iKiiniH v\hiw niiiuitiiil < lit' luiwti-u I''

:»ll"' .mil .V' aO'" W, Vhv lollowitiK si.in.l.ird iinii-> arc
iiM'd ill \, Anurii.i:

Atlatuic, ililfiriiin l»y I'' from dr. timr;
liastiTii, (liricriiin li\ .V' from (Ir. liitu';

(iiiiral, ilirtVriiiK li\ II'' from (ir. liiiu';

Moiinlaiii, ilirtVriiin l>y 7'' from ( Ir. liiiU';

rarifir. (iilTiriin; !)>• Ml' from ( ir. linn-;

^'ukoll, (liCfiriiin liy !•'' from (ir. liiiu'.

Kili:tion helwecn till- Ifnatli.'x)/ Ihf soliir and sidtrral units of lintf.

Thf tropical year in tin- iiiter\al of timr iHtwtrii two vim-
smilivi- pafisajjf!* of llu- nifaii miii tlirouKli llu- iiu-an mtiiuI
i-()iiiiiox

In Fig. let .S' aiu! -S" he the positions of the mean sun
relatively to V at the it.stanls of two consecutive transits
over the meriilian of some plac. . Then it is evident that the
mean solar day is equal to tlu' .sidereal day plus the motion
of the mean sun in rinht ascen> i in one mean solar day.
(See also Fi^- 0.) Therefore if

D =the length of the solar day, and
I)' = the length of the si'lereal da\-, aiul

« =the number of mean solar tlavs in 1 tropical vear;
then

1 tropical year = n/>

= n(i>'+- D')

= {n+ l)D'

ir.



But 1 iropiciil yoar = :}(»r).24222 mraii solar days
I tropical vcar = ;i(t(>.21222 ^idorcal (lavs,

'f tlu-n

M =.my iiilirx.il of linn cxprcssod in mean solar days,
S =ilif saiiH- interval rxprcssod in sidereal <lavs;

M ;i()r).21222 . ,

.V
=

:iO(i.2l222
=1-^-'-^"'"^:

A ^:{ti(i.2»222 ^
.1/ :ifir).24222

^
/( = ().(M)27:}()t:{

/t' = ().0()27:<7'.tl

and

in wliirli

Also
24'- M.S.T. = 21'' (»:{'" :>()» ..");') Sid. T.
24 Sid. T.=2:} .')() 04 .()<»! M.S.T.

The coinersion of a j^iven interval of M.S.T. into
the corresponding interval of Sid. T., or conversely, is

best ellected by means of tabli-s given in the Nautical
Alnuuiac.

To convert the mean time at a t^ivcn meridian into the corre-

spondini!, sidereal time.

I.et 7" =tlie given local M.T.;
() =the <'orres])onding Sid. T.;

A =thi- longitude of the place;

r„ = the (ir. Sid. T. at llu' i)re\i(>iis (ir. mean noon.
Then

O = I '/•+/.) (l+A-_')+r„ -L CJ?)

r„ is taken from the ephemeris. Instead of using the
factor k' the reduction of T-\-L to the eciuivalent sidereal

interval is made In- means of tables given in the N. A.

To convert the sidereal time at a '^iven meridian into the

corresjjomlinii mean time.

I'siiig tile same notation, and in addition denoting by
M the nu'an lime at (Ir. of the |)ri'viotis (ir. sidi'real noon,
wi' havt'

7"=(()+L) i\-k') + .\r-L cm
Here again the lable?^ of the N. \. are used instead of the

fai'tor k.

'I'lii- value of .1/, lo be taki'n from the N. .\., is to be that

for the dale of the transit of 1' immedialelv' preceding the

givt'U time. Tluis if

{() + L) il-k) + .]r>2V'
then the value of .1/ must be taken for the jirevious date.



To convert the (if)t>iirriit soliir time ut it '^ivi'ii infridiaii into

the lorrcspoiidiui:, sidereal time.

Tliis may lu- (lone by first riducin^ lo M.T. 1)\ appKinn
till" i'(|iiati()ii of linu— to !«• taken from tin- N. A.~ and tlii'ii

rrdiiciiij; to sidiTi-al timr 1)\' tlii' mrtliod ^ivi'ii aliovc.

A nioro ((in\rnit'nt mrtliod, liowcviT, i> to intcrpolalf

from tin- N. A. tlii- \.iliii' of ihv sun's rij^lit ascension at tlu'

( ir. inst.iiit corri'spoiidiiii; to tlu' ^\\rn tinif. 'I'licn if in I'ii;. S

S„ rcprcsi'iits tlio triif sun it is clear that if / = tlii" iioiir an^k-

of till- Sim. or till- apparent time, then
«) = /+ a (:{())

To determine the hour an<^le of a heavenly body at a i^iven

time.

If in (:}()) it is assumed that the hour ani;ie / ma\- have
any \ahie up to 24'', then lliat ecpiation is ncniTal and
applies to e\i'ry ease and any heaxenly l)od\-. It ma\- l)e

necessary in some eases to deduct 24'' fntni / + a. 'IVansixts-

inii we lia\e

/=()-a 140)

Here it may be necessary in some cases to increasi- O by
24'' to render siii)traction possible.

The hour anjjle denoted by r, found b\- solviiijj tlu' astro-

nomical triant^le—the parts of that triangle beinjj limited

to values less than 1S()°— , beiiij; j;i\en, we have
/ = T if west
/ = 24i' -T if east.

The hour anj^le of the sim may be found by e(|uation (40)

if the sidereal time is ^iven. If the mean time is n'^i'"- 't

may bo reduced to apparent time by aiiplyiuR the etiuation

of time, thus finding tiie recpiired hour angle.

Reduction of time to arc ; and conversely.

These reductions may be madi' b\ means of the following

numerical relations:
ih = i.-)° r=4"'
l"' = bV !' = 4^

I'' =ir,"



3. DkTURMINATION of TiMK HV OliSKRVATION.

Correction and rate of a chronometer.
As the term impliis the correction of a chronometer is

the amount that must l)e added to the chronometer time to
give the true time.

The rate of a dironometer is the amount it loses in a unit
of time.

Thus, if

7'i and 72 = the true times at given instants;
r'l and 7

'2 = the chronometer time at those instants;
ATx and i^rj = the chronometer corrections;

57'= the chronometer rate.

Then Ar, = r,-r,'|
^rj = r,-7V(

AT.-AT, (42)

These equations give the corrections and rate with their
proper algebraic signs. The rate is thus given in terms of the
chronometer interval.

(41)

1st methofl—By transits.

(a) Meridian transits.

A transit instrument having been adjusted in the meridian,
the time of transit of any heavenly body across the >

wire ma\- be observed b\' a chronometer whose correcti> iS

to be found.
If the chronometer is regulated to sidereal time the true

sidereal time of transit is at once given by the right ascension
of the body, whence the chronometer correction at once
follows by (41). If regulated to mean time, the sidereal
time of transit of the body must be reduced to mean time.

If the sun is observed, the time of transit of each limb
should l>e note<l and the mean taken; thus finding the time
of transit of the centre. If only one limb can be observedf
tlT ! the observed time must be corrected bv the "time o,
sMui-diameter passing the meridian", which mav be taken
from the N. A., or cominited by the ec|uati(m

5/= ;! sec6 <«)
lo

in wliicli .S' is the angular semi-diameter of the sun.
If the correction of a M.T. chronometer is to be found

by a transit of the sun, the true M.T. of transit may at once
be found b>- applying the e(|uation of time to the
time of transit ()''

.

aijparent

IK



ib) Transits iirruss any vert, circle of kmwn azinititli.

In til' casi- the latitude of tlif pKico aiul the (Uclinatiim
of the heavenly IkkIv must be known; then the hour angle
may he computed by means of ( Kli and 1 17), which may l)e

written

tan 6 = tan A sin

siniT+ff) =cot <i> tan 5 sin

The sidereal time then follows by i'M)}, or the M.T. by api)ly-
ing the e(|iiation of time as already shewn.
The rate (jf a chronometer may be foimd by obsirNinv; two

consecutive transits of a star across the same vert, circle.

The true interval between the transits is

24'' Sid. T. or 2:i'' TjO"' 01^ .()(» M.T.

(c) Transits across the vertical circle of Polaris.

This method will be described under .Azimuth.

2nd method—By a single altitude.

The method of observing an altitude of a heavenly body is

described below', p. ii'i et secj.

Corrections to be applied to an Observed Allitiuh'.

(a) Refractinn.

The ray of light that reaches an obser\er from a star, in

traversing the earth's atmos[)here is continualK' bent down-
wards from a rectilinear path 1)\- the increasing refractive
power of the air with lensity as the surface of the earth is

approached. In conse(iuence, the apjiarent direction of a

S
S

F/G. /O

star is tiiat of a tangent to the ciirvi'd i)atii of tin- rav at ilie

point where it readu's the obstTver. This is iltusiratid in

Fig. 10.

I!)



An oljstrvc'd alliliuli.' must tluii la' (liniiiii>lH(l l)y an
anu.imi c(nial to tlu- aiiglo la'twcvn tlio final dinrtioii of tlif

ra\ and I Ik- strai>;lii line drawn lo the star, as a|)()c'ars in the
fiKurt'. riu- magnitude (pf r (k'crcasi's as tlif altitude incrcasi-s,

and its value is host found from tallies. Thesi' contain
rorrcTtions dependini; uiH)n tlu- readings <»f the barometer
and tlierniomeier. An approximate value of r may lie found
1)\ the e(|iiation

r='u"~ tan f
or a closer a|)proximation hv the formula

in which
h =the barometer reading in inches; and
/ =the temperature of the air in <leKrees F.

(See Field Axtronoiiy for Enii,ineersA)\ F'rof. (i. (". C'omstock).

(h) Semi-diameter.
In observing the sun or moon the altitude of its upper or

lower limb is obser\f<l. To find the altitude of its centre a
correction for semi-diameter must be applied. This ma\- be
found in the .\. A.

(f) Parallax.

As the centre of the celestial .sjihere is coincident with that
of the earth, if the directions of a heavenly bodv from i-, i

point and from t [xjint on the earth's surface difTer sensiblv,

z
^7

A

/
/

/

\ i/

7

O F,s //

-5

then a correction nuisl be applied to any observed co-ordinate
to reduce it to the centre of the earth. This is only necessary
with members of the solar system.

'in



In \-\. 11 S is tlu' ciMitrf of tlio lu';ivciil\ ImmK (>1)sit\i(1,
O the rc'iitrf of tlu- lartli. .1 tlu' jjoint of oliMTvation. Tlu'
triangle A.S(J ^iws

sin p = ->u\
),

p l)finj{ tlu- par.illax in altitude. If
i-'
= (M)° tin- risiiltin.i;

\aIiR' of p is till" horizontal |)ar.illax. Denoting' it ii\ t \\v
haw

sin w —
a

sin /> = sin ir sin j''; (44)
or ver\ nearly

/> = "• sin ^' = 7r cos /;'
(4;'))

This K'ives the correction for parallax with sufficient accuracv
for any body except the moon.

(d) Dip of the horizon.
At sea the altitude of a heavenly body is measured with a

sextant from the sea horizon, the observer standing- on the
deck ot a ship. A correction must therefore be applied to
the ob.served an^de on account of the dip of the visible below
the true horizon.

V o'

O'

H

f/

"<

F/G./B F/e /3

In Fig. 12 we have from I'l. r.eom.

tan ir = •

'
'^ = - <2;^+^ = 2«/;

iu'arl\-

or ir =
I

2/;

This gives the dip uncorr cted for refraction: bin, as shewn
in Fig. lo, the ra\- of light whiih reaches the observer from
the horizon follows a curved path, so that the apparent dip

21
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/) is loss iliaii /)'. Tlu' in.au valiu- <if tlu- ratio of D to D'
is .1)211) : 1, so ihal

/> = .<)21(i
I

or in srconds of arc

2//

a

I) =
.92 Hi 2/;

a

(40)

sinl" I

Substituting a mean value of a in foot, this ln-comcs

/?=-)8".82n'T
// iK'inj; in feet.

The rule known to navigators: "Take the s<|uare r(M)t of

the height of the eye abo\e sea level in feet and call the result

minutes", is thus very appro.ximately correct.

Having applied the necessary corrections to the observed
altitude, the reduction may be made by either of the equa-
tions (11), (12) or (,13). If a number of observations are to

be reduced an equation derived as follows is lore convenient:
Taking the equation

cos f = sin 5 sin 0-|"Cos 5 cos
<t> cos t

it may be written

1 — versin f = sin 5 sin (/)+cos & cos <>( 1 — versin t)

= cos(0— 5) — cos <t> fos 5 versin t

= I — versin
(
— 5) —cos <t> cos 5 versin t

versin f — versin {(t>
— &) (47)

cos <p cos 5

This requires the use of tables of natural and logarithmic

versins. In the absence of such a table the following f(<rm of

the e(|uation may be used

. ., , c()s(<i)-5)-cos C (48)

2 cos <p cos

Example.—Tlie following observations were taken with a

sextant and artificial horizon on Aug. 1. 1892, at a place

in latitude )2° .W 04", and a|)proximate longitude 7'' ,iO"'\V.;

to fiiul the watch correction.

2-(ilt.'o Watch
,2° 11 ' ;{()" 7'' 21™ 2\)' A.M.

versni ; =

.)2 ;« 10

.-);; 0.') M)

.-).} 21 M)
rA It) 00
.-)4 44 10
.-).-) tW 10

Index error =+20",

22 r)4

24 27
25 28
28 18

20 .")2

30 54



First fiml the approximate dr. M.T.. thus:
Mean ol ixtrciiu- linus = "'' 2H'" 11"

Ast. time, July 31 = lit 2(» 11

l-'>ng = 7 .')0

C.r. M.T., Aug. 1 = 3 1() II

For this time we take from the N. A.
5 = + 17°48' :>()"

.S' = 1"> 48
/•:= (•)"'03" .(»

Reduction of first ol)servalion:
Ohs'd. 2 -alt.
Index error

= .i2° ir.30"
+ 20

/;'

r

2)52 11 .50

= 20 05 .55

1 52

2() 04 03
15 48

25 48 15

8

= 25 48 23
= 64 11 37

F:t|. (1,3) 5'

s'-h

= 07° 15'48".5
= 14 44 44 .5

= 4!) 20 52 .5

= 3 04 11 .5

log sin (.v'-

log sin (.v'-

-0)

-5)

= 9.405738
= 9.880708

log cos .s'

log cos (.v'--J-)

= 9..587143

= 9.999377

9.280440
9..")80.')20

log tan- },T

log tan \t
1 _

T

= 9.099920
= 9.849903
= 3.5° 17' 38".9
= 70 .35 17 .8

= 4'' 42'" 21' .2

•j;i



.'. App. [riim- = 7 17 :<K .S

E «) o:< .(i

Mfiiii Tinu' = 7 2:< 42 .4

Wauli = 7 ^' 2!t

^7- - '- 2 i:i .4

Haxiiifj rt'diuTd llu' romaiiiinn (il>MT\ati(»ii> ilie lompU-tc
results an- as l'<)ll(»\vs:

A7'
+2"' I:}' .4

l«) .0

IH .2

l'» .0

15 .:{

14 .a

• l.j .2

Mian =+2 14 .(i

Another ixainple will l)o fouiul on p. 4H.

To find the effect of errors in the data on the lime computed

from an observed altitude.

Takinjt the e(|iiati()n (see V'm. 4):

cos 6 — cos a cos r--sin a sin c cos B =
and differentiating by means of the expression

— iu*^^= J
<l"+ J, dh+ J- dc

db da do dc

we find

— sin a sin r siti BdB =
(sin a cos r — Cf)s a sin r cos B)da

— sin bdl>+ {a)s a sin r +sin a cos c cos B)dc
= sin /) cos (V/a— sin M/^+ sin /^ cos .l(/r

by applying ecpiations (4j, Sph. Tri^i. Then substituting in

the left-hand number
sin a sin B = sin b sin A

we ha\e

.„ cos Cda db dc—dn= . . .
—

. . , + .
,sm c sin .1 sm r sin A sin r tan A

Then introducing the astronomical co-ordinates, and re-

membering that

da = - dh db = - dh dc = - d<t>

we have finally

cos Cdb _ dh d<t> (49)

cos sin .1 cos ip sin .1 cos<) tan^l



The errors luin^; small may lu- rr^anltd as dilTirriilials.

s<) that i-l!() KUis liu- ftTi'ct of iTrors in 6, /;. .iiid ^ ii|Hin liu-

risulliiin hour annlr r. It shiws mortoMr thai ilu' itlVct of

thost- i-rrors is Uasl whin ,1 and ( an- ixtih l.irK*'. or whrii lIu-

star ol)Sfr\i'(l is noar tin- |)rimi' viriii al.

:kd nuihiKl—By i'(|iial altitudes of a iiia\inl\ i)ody.

Milhod of oliscrvatioii with a transit or stxtaiil.

K(|ual altittidi's of a ln'a\only l)od\ on o|)|>osiii' siiUs of

the meridian eorrespond, ni'iierally spc.ikini;. to i(|iial iiour

angles. 'Phis is the case (»f a fixed st.ir, whose chaniLie of

declination lieiween the two |)o>ition> ni.i\ l;e lu-^-lected.

The inean of the times of e(|ual altitudes is tiieii the time of

meridian transit. The method is therefore an indirect one
for oliservinn the time of meridian transit.

In llu- case of lIu' sun, howe\er, allowance must be made
for the change of declination in the interval Itetween the two
()l)ser\-ations. An expression for the correction to he a|>|)lied

to the mean of the ol)ser\v<l times is derived as follows:

s;

\

/

F/& 14

Fig. 11 shews a projection of the celestial sphere on the
plane of the horizon. .S'l and Si are the two positions of the
Sim's centre at the instants of the two observations; .S"-.. the
])osition it would ha\e occujjied if there had hi-en no change
of tleclination. The two triangles P'/.S\ and PZS'i are then
e(|ual in all respects. It is therefore re(|uired to find the
change of hour angle resulting from a small change of declin-

ation. Taking the e(|uation

cos j" — sin 6 sin <^ — cos 5 cos </> cos t = ()



\M' fiiiil by (iitTcri-tuiatioii

il r _ ('(IS & >ill 0-f-Hill 4 ens tor* t

tl& CDS & TON sin r

I. Ill t.in b

sill r liiii r

If we now write

this iH-ronu's

2\T.. db'2Sh

\ SI 7- tan T /
or in seconds of tinu-

lbb /tan tan 5\
) \sin r tan r /

(50)

This is the "equation of equal altitudes."
In this e(|uation

iTo = the correction l.) he applied to the mean of the
observed times to find the time of meridian transit;

A5 =half the change in the sun's declination in the
interval between the observations, jjositive if the
sun is moving north.

T may l)e assumed equal to half the elapsed interval between
the observations. Attention must he paid to the algebraic
sign of 5; it is |)ositive if north.

The advantages of this method are that the absolute
altitudes need not be known; and small errors in and b

have no appreciable elTect.

To find the time of rising or setting of a heavenly
body.
Take the c(|ualion

sin // =sin b sin 0+cos 8 cos cos t;

which may be written
cos r = sin /) sec sec 6 — tan tan 5 (ol)

In the case of the sun, when its upjier linil) is just \i;,il le

in tile horizon it is in realit\' below the horizon by the .inioiint

of the refraction, Ii4' approximatch-; and its centre is l)el()W

the limb by the anKuint of the semi-diameter, which may
be taken as Hi'; parallax may be neglected. Therefore
/; = —.')()', and sin .'>()' = 0.01 45; .'. the above e(|uation becomes

cos r= —0.014.") sec sec 5 — tan tan 5 {'^2)

The time of rising of the moon's centre is usually computed.
In this case the effect of parallax is important. .Assuming its

amount as 'u' , the altitude of the moon's centre when it is

20



apimnnlly in ilu- linri/oii = :»7' - ;{|' = 2;i'. .\l>n >iii •_»;<'-

().(MMi7; M> thill i,')l) lK<<iim<*
(•«>«. r»(>.(MMi7 Ml- « Ml- a-t.m i.iii A tXi\

llaxiiiK inmpiili'd llu- hour aiiKli', ihr time rtMililv l.»ll..\\s.

( "oust riHi ion of sun ilials.

'\'\n- hori/ontal (Hal and iho prinio Mrtical thai onl\ will
Ik' considiTfil.

In any form of dial ihi- vil^iv of the Knonion whii h < .i>n ihc
shadow nuist Ik- paralUI Jo (he larlh's a\i^, ,i> the |K.siiiun
of tin- shadow cast upon any plant- is thin iiuli prndint of
thf sun's dt'clination

/7«. /^

Fig. 15 shews the construrtion of the horizontal dial.
The edge of the gnomon if produced w ill intersect thi- celestial

f

O-

F/0 /6

sphere in the iK)!e /'. Imk- It). /^O.V \,. tiie meridian plane.
iVO/, a horizontal plane, and POL ;i plane tlirouKii the
sun's centre. AO.V (ilenoted by a) is the ani:le wiiich an
hour line. correspondniK t" a given hour angle r, make-, with
the noon line. The triangle /'/-.V then gives

Ian a = sin tan r (54)



Tlu' foii'*tnu lioii lor .1 priiiu' vtriit.il ili.il !« -luwn ii»

li^'. 17. Ol'/.' i> llir miriili.iii |>laiu', (>.\t/.' lli.ii i>l tlir

.0

/

<^l Fie 17

prinif MTiital: ami OP'M a pl.ini' thnmuli \\h- mih'> oiilri'.

li i» llu- rt(|uirt'(l .muti- iurri-.|Kiiulii»n to tlu' lioiir anjilr r.

Tlu- irianuli- P' M/-' n'^>'>*

tan ji = (os <) Ian r (.').'))

A >iiii (liiil ^xw'i^ appari'Ut solar linu'.
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4. DKiKKXIIVATION OK I.ATiri IM-; HV Ol«s| K\ \ | |(»N.

\«* hlu'wii oil |i. :i, till- Liiiiiiilc III .1 |>l.iif io iijiial in ilu-
aiiiitiili of ihf |H»lf, or ilu- ilirlination of ilu- /tiiith, i.e., tii

i-illuT arc /'.V or E/, \"\n. 2.

Is! nii-lhiNl Hy iiifriili.in allitii<li'H or /niiili diHtanri-s.

r \

«.

/v

Fis/a

If lIu- alliluflf or /ciiitli di^laiur of a luavinly ImkK Ik;

olisiTVod wluii irossiiiK iju- iiuridiifi. and I Ik- lu-cissary
forrirtions Ik- applu-d, the latiliuU' at onre follows liy one
of the following e(|iiatioiis, de|Hiidiiin u|>om the [HiMtion of
the l)o<ly. For the star

.S'j. <) = !i"+ 5 (5 iK'iiiK nejjaiive) I (66)

.Sj . . . . = « - f = // - />
I

.S", .. 0=lS((°-«-j- = /,+/, I

If S:, and S, are the |K>sitions of the ?.anie star ohsiTved at
iMith (iilininations, then hy takinj^' the mean

// + /;' _/)-^' (57)
•P

2 2

the accented letters helonninjj to lower culmination.
If .S'l and .S'l are two .,tars observed at luarlv e(|ual zenith

distances, ve have l»y taking the mean of the first and third
of (T)!!;

5 + 5'
i--,-' ,58)

2 2

the accented letters helonninj; to the north star. This formula
is the basis of Talcott's method of determininsj latitude, the
observed (juantity bein^ the difference of zenith distance of
the two stars, which are selected so thai that ililference is

small enough to be measured by a filar micrometer i)laced in
the focus of a telescope. Details of nuthiKl outlined.

•J»



It ilu' direction of llic nu'ridian is not known the niaxinuini
altitude of llic iR'a\i'id\ i)ody nia\- \iv ohsiTM'd. If that
body is llu- sun llir inaxiniuin altitude dilTers slij^htly from
tile meridian altitude, owiny to its rapidly changinj; deelin-

ation. 'I'lu' resultinji error is entirely nejili^ihle, especially

if instruments of onl\' moderate precision are used; its

\alue is >;i\en hy the expri'ssion

tan — Ian 5( '' y sin r
or |.").,>tH(;i) (^8)" (lan</)-tan6j

in wliicli ^5 is the hourly chanjje in the declination expressed
in seconds. I'he correction is always subtractive.

Example-—On July 10, 1014, the meridian altitude of

llu' sun's upiKT liml) was ol>ser\ed (("ir. I ) to be:

()S° W M)".

To lind the index error of the transit used the following

\'.('.R's were taken on a terrestrial i)<>int :

(ir. I. 0° 34' 30"

(ir. R 31

Dili. 3 30
I.K. I J.i

Obs'd alt. = ()8° 11' 30'

1. 1;. 1 45

//' = ()8 0!) 4r.

r 23

(IS ()<) 22
= IT) 40

t)7 ."»3 3()

= 3

= ()7 53 3!)

= 22 00 21

= 22 17 4S

<i>
=14 24 O'.t

2nd method—By an altitude observed out of the meridian,
the time being known.

:hi



To the ohstTvcd altitudi' llu'

Ik- applied, and ilu- hour aiiiile

time. The hititude tlien toll(m>

sin //

(os(0--fl) =

corrections must
observed

necessar\-

deri\e(l from the

\<y means of (!"))

Mil

sin 6

6 heinj; found hy the i(|uatioii

tan 6
tan e =

cos T

'I'o find the effect of errors in ilie data we iia\e hv trans-
;>. •ii.v; ,4!))

rf(/) = - Ci., C sec A(I5+ svc Adii+cos
<t> tan Adr (59)

This e(,iia! '.in shews that the effect of errors in the (hita is

leasi \v!ie;> A is small and C iarjje, though the second con-
• "'tio.i is uiiimportant, as the error in the declination is always
small ill comparison with the other errors. These conditions
are fulfilled, however, hy observing a close circumiK)lar star
near elongation.

Hence the method by means of the pole star.

As the altitude of this star never differs nuich from the
latitude, the method consists in compiitinjj a correction to
appK- to the forms to give the latter. An expression for this
correction is derived as follows:

'I aking the ecpiation

sin h =sin (/> sin 6+cos cos 5 cos t

and substituting in it

<t>
= h+x

d = W)°-p
we have

sin // = sin(//+.v)cos /)+ cos(/;+.v)sin p cos t

Then expanding the sin and cos of h+x, and again expanding
the sin and cos of .v and p and neglecting the i)owers of their
circular measures alxne the second, we have

sin // ( 1

+ 'co

+ .V Cos //

= sin// — ",-, sin //+.V cos /;
—

o-o
.V sin // ' /> cos T

/'

2
sin h -\- p cos T cos h

~ px cos T sin //.

Whence
.V cos /; = -p cos // cos T+\(x-+ p'+ 2px cos t) sin h

or x= -p cos T+\[^x-+ p--\-2px cos r) tan /;.
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AssumiiiR now as a first approximation
.v= — p cos T,

and suhstitiitinj; in the right-hand member, we have
.v= —p cos T+ \(p- COS- T+p'- — 2p'- COS- r) tan h
= —p cos T+ .\p- sin- T tan h

or in seconds of arc

.v= — p cos r+J/>'- sin I" sin- t tan /?

We have then finally

<t>
= h — p cr)s T+ lp- sin 1" sin- t tan A

The effect of the omission of the smaller terms in the
alM)vc expansions can never amount to 0".5.

(60)

Example.—The following observations of Polaris were
taken on June 14, 1904, with a small transit:

Cir. V. C. R. Watch
R. 45° 44' 14h 50"' 04»

L. 45 43 53 40
R. 4o 45 57 10

L. 45 44 59 44
The watch was regulated to sid. time, and its correction was

— 20' . The star's co-ordinates were:
a = I" 24"'26»

5 =88° 47' 27" (Z. /> = 43.53").

The mean of the first and second observations being taken,
and that of the third and fourth, the reduction is made as

follows:

Eq. (60) r = 14'<51'"55» = 14''.58'"27^

ST = -20 = -20

e
a

t

T

h'

r

log p
log COS T

log 1st term =

= 14 51 35
= 1 24 26

=

14 58 07
1 24 2()

= 13 27 09
= 10 32 51
= 158° 12' 45"

13 .33 41

10 26 19
1.56° .34' 4.5"

= 45 43 30
56

45 44 30
56

= 45 42 34 45 43 34

= 3.()38789
= 9.9678 Kin

3.638789
9.9626.59«

= 3.606602« 3.601448«
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log 0.5

log p^

log sin 1"

log sin- T

log tan //

= l.(i98()7()

= 7.277.")7!S

= (>.()S.j.'i7r)

= !t.l.i!»i:{4

= 10.(»107.")()

= y.()»8970

= 7.277r)78

= ().()8r).")75

= !>.i<»s(i:i4

= 10.011 (MM)

log 2n(i term = 0.812013 - 0.8717(i6

1st tt-rm

2n<l tirni

= 4.-)°42';{4"

= 1 07 22
()

- ^:^° w.\A"
= 1 (Mi ;{4

7

« = 4() .-)() 02 4() .-)() 15

Moan = 40° 50' 08"

Circum-meridian A Ititudes.

If a niimhor of altitutles of a star he observed in (|uick
succession when near the meridian, each will differ l)v hut a
small amount from the meridian altitude. A correction may
then he computed for each altitude which, when applied to
it will give a value of the meridian altitude. The mean of
these resulting values having heen taken the latitude then
follows by means of one of the equations (5()).

To find an e.xpression for this correction we return to the
equation

sin // = sin sin 6+cos cos 5 cos t,

which is transformed as follows:

sin // =sin <t> sin 5+cos
<t> cos 6(1—2 sin-.',r)

= cos(<^-5) — cos cos 6 . 2 sin- \ r

= cos {„ — cos <i> cos 3 . 2 sin- \ r

= sin ho —cos (j> cos 5 . 2 sin- h t
by (56), fo heing the meridian zenith distance and ha the
meridian altitude. If we now write

h=ho -y
we have sin // = sin{/Zo -v)=sin h„ —y cos /;„

by expanding and discarding jiowcrs of ,v aho\e the first.

Substituting in the above e.xpression for sin /;, it becomes

sin //„ — y cos h„ = sin /;„ — cos cos 5 . 2 sin- ^ t

or cos <j> cos 5
V = " — ,

—- . 2 sm
cos «,,

or in seconds of arc

cos 4> cos 5

cos h„

,- !

v =
2 sin- i T

'sin 1"

This gives the retiuired correction.

(61)
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If the sqiiarts of small «iuantitic's In- ri'taiiied .n the alK)\c

expansions the following term will be added to (01)

2 sin* \ T

n I"

The value of the term

(cos <t> cos 6\- ,

, I tan /;„
cos //„ /

sinl"

amounts to 1" for r = 18'", and to 7".")") when r = 30"', so

that for moderate hour anj^les, and when using small instru-

ments, (01) may be considered practically exact.

Many collection? of tables give the values in seconds of

arc of the terms

1 - 2 sin* ^ T

sin i"'
m = 2 sin^ 5 T

and M =
sin 1'

for given values of t.

Example.—The following observations were taken with a

sextant and artificial horizon on Sept. 2, 1893:
2 -alt. O Watch
89° 59' 15

90 00 15

90 00 45
89 59 15

89 58 30
89 57 30
89 55 15

11''53"'36'

56 37
59
03
05
07
09

12

.^8

61
46
11

13

Index error = 0; watch correction = — 8* .

An approximate value of the latitude is found by regarding

the maximum observed altitude as the meridian altitude, as

foUo -s:

Max. 2 7 alt. =90° 00' 45"

Eccent.'ic error +2 00

Obs'd alt.

r

90 02 45
45 01 22

58

45 00 24
15 54

45 K) 18

6

ho = 45 16 24
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a

<t> (approx.)

= 44 4.i -.Hi

= 7 M 54

= 52 21 30

The hour anRles correspondiiif,' to the ohscrvi'd times may
be found l)y first findinn: the watch time of cuhniiiation, thus

App. time of cuim'n = Ti"" 00'" 00"
E = _21

M.T. = 1 1 5!» :i!»

—08

Watch time of cuim'n = 1 1 5!) 47

From this follow the hour angles tabulated below. The
corrected zenith distances are also found as above. We then
proceed as follows:

log cos (^ =9.785843
log cos 3 =!>.!>9<)13G

log cos ho

log m

log (ho -h)
ho -h

The remaining corrections ai

manner, and are tabulated below

44°
i

44' 21"
T

43 51 3 10
43 3(j 19
44 21 4 10
44 43 5 59
45 13 7 24
40 21 9 2«

= 9.847403

9.781979
9.934576

= 1.87.545

= 1.81003
= (i4".57

•e comput .
1 in a simi

//„ - h fo
V 05" 44° 43' Ifi"

17 34
00 36
29 52

1 00 43
1 32 41
2 30 51

Mean = 44 43 39
& = 7 37 54

<f> = 52 21 33

x;



.'k(l iikIikkI- By two observed altitudes of a star, or the

altitiidis of two stars, and tlie elapsed time between the

observations.

ill addition to the latitude this method also ser.es to

determine the time and a/imuth.

F/6./9

Let .S, and S.. be tlie iK>sitioiis of the star or stars at the

instants of observation. The first step in the reduction is

to determine the difference of hour anjjle S,PS2. If the sun

is observed twice, this anjjie is e(|ual to the elapsed interval

of apparent time between the observations, though usually

the effect of the change in the ecjuation of time may be

neglected. If one fixed star has been observed the angle

StPS', is etjual to the elapsed sidereal interval between the

observations. If two stars are observed at the times Ti and

T-; the right ascensions being oi and aj, then

.V, P.V,. = ( a, - as) - ( r, - r.) (62)

Si being the more easterly star. The interval Ti—Tt must be

in sidereal time.

Then, P.S'i and PS, being known, the triangle SiPSi may
be solved, finding .S'l.S'j and PSiS^. The three sides of the

triangle ZStS. are now known, so that it may be solved,

finding the angle ZS^S,. Then PSiZ = ZS,Si-PSiSi. The
triangle PZS is finally solved, finding PZ the co-latitude.

Completing the solution gives also the hour angle ZPS and

the azimutii PZS.

F/G.ao
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This nu'thod is fiirtluT (ir\t'l()|Hil in works (»n naNi^atioi),

in whith ^jraphical solutions a.c ni\rn.

4th method—By transits of stars across iho jiriini' M-rtical.

A star whosi- di'ilination lii's iKtwi'in ihi' limits 0" and
will cross the prime \ertical al)o\e the liori/on twice in its

diurnal course.

The times of transit across the i).\ . may be ol)ser\cd l)\

means of a transit adjusted in the p. v. If .S'l and .S'.. ari' the
two i>ositions of a star at the instant of observation, then
the elai)sed sidereal interval between t'le observations is

ef|ual to the an^le -S'lAVj, and half that interval is the hour
angle of the star at either observation. Trans|M)sing vq. {2-i)

wc have

tan0= '''"*
;

'«-"^)

cos T

by which the latitude may be found.
This method is little used with small instruments, but

when ap])lied to the astronomical transit instrument it is

one of the most i)recise methods known for determininjj
latitude.

5th method—By observations of stars at elongation.

If two circumpoiar stars be selected, whose times of elonga-

tion, one east and the other west of the meridian, are not
widely different, we have for the two stars, applying ?(i. (23)

cos 8\ . , cos 5.. (04)sm .l..

-

cos <j) cos </)

whence sin A i _ cos 5i

sin Ai cos 5a

From this by composition and division

sin yli + sin Ai _ cos 5i + cos S.

sin /li — sin .-l^ cos 8[ - '-os Sj

sin A 1
=

Si)
or tan ^(Ai-^A-,)

. i ,x _Li i . . i ,;>

tan 5 ( /1 1
— .1 2

)

from which tinallv

tan l{Ai-Ai)= -tan ^Ul,-|-.l..)tan *(6,-|-6j)tan ^(5,-8.) (05)

From this may be found the difference of the azimuths of

the two stars when their sum is known. The sum of the

azimuths may be observed by pointing the telescope of a

transit to each star in turn, when at elongation, noting the
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rt'iulin^js of tho hori/dntal cirrli' aiul taking thtir (liffiri-iKf.

From thu sum and tliffiTcnrc of .li and A> their siparaii-

values may l>e found. The latitude then follows 1)\ either

e<|uation

ros 5i COS ij ((Mi)
cos (p =

sin. 1 1 sin.tt

This method was due to Prof. J. S. Corti.

The best stars for observation are those having larRc

azimuths when at el«)ngation, or whosi- deelinations tlo not

greatly exceed the latitude. Their elongations then occur

at hi^h altitudes, and therefore this principle must not Ik'

pushed to an extreme, as the effect of an unknown inclina-

tion error of the horizontal axis of the transit increases

rapidly with the altitude.
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6. Dktkrmisation ok Azimi tii iiY Ohskrvatiox.

1st nu'lliixl IK imridi.m transits.

Thi- tiiiu- (if ntiTidiaii transit of any star iiia\ lii' nunpiititl

as shrwn on pp. II and 1(». If tlie corriction of a chrono-
nieter 1)0 known, tin- clirononiittT tinu- of transit may l>f

found. B> diri'itinjj thi" sinlit lino of a will adjustofl transit

to the star at that instant, it will thus Ih- pla<-.'d in tho nuri-

dian piano, and a moridian lino may thou lio ostablishod on
the gn>und; or by horizontal oirolo roadinjjs whon iMiinting

to the star and a mark, the azimuth of the latter may lie

determined.
It is clear that a slow-movinjj cirrumiMilar star is la-st for

this observation, as then the ofTort of an error in the computed
time of transit is a minimum. The rale of ohivntjo of azimuth
if a star when crossing the meridian is given by the relalit)n

sin (0 — 5)

(see cq. 75) A.4 being expressed in arc and St in time. In

the case of the pole star over 2'" arc required for a change
of azimuth of 1', when crossing the meridian.

2nd method—By transits across any vertical circle, the
latitude being known.
Having computed the lour angle from the t)bser\od time,

the data of the problem are t, &, and 0, and the azimuth of the

star may be computed by means of ((i) and (7), or

tan 6 . tan r cos 6
tan e = . tan A = . ,. ^,

cos T sm (0 — <))

The same considerations as in the last method load to the

choice of a close circumpolar star for this obsor\ati<)n. The
equation from which ('J) was derived may bo placed in more
convenient forms. Thus it may bo written,

. sin T
tan ^1 = • _^ - . . ^ ;

cos <t> tan 6 — sm cos t

then multiplying the right-hand member through by soc (j>

cot 5, this becomes

, soc <i> cot 6 sin r (68)
tan /I = , . ^ . J

1 —tan <(> cot cos t

This form is convenient when subtraction log's are available.

(See Manual of Survey of Dominion Lands.)
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AK'ain, tin- aliovc c'(|iiati(in may Iw writti-n

tan .1 =-
Mil r

I'ds n>l p — >iii cos r

sin T

cos rot />(1 —tan /) Ian cos r)

sin tan p
co>

( I —tan p tan cos ri

Tlicn cxpamlinjj and ncukctin^; |K)\vcrs of ,1 and p alK)Vc
the second, wc liavc

, p sin T ,
,

.1 =
'^

i\+p tan <t> cos t)
cos

.1 and p arc here expressed in circular measure. Writing
them A sin I" and p sin i". in which they are now expressed
in seconds, the ec|uation l)ec()mes

.1=^^"V (l+/.sinl"tan0cosr)
^^'^

cos

The omitte<i terms in the al)ove exjiansions l)ecome im-
jjortant in high hititudes, hut up to latitude rt()°, in the case
of the iHjle star, they will not exceed 2"aand up to latitude
00° 4"..i. They attain a maximum value when t = 2''

, al)out,

and vanish when t slightly exceeds 4''
.

!n taking the observation the procedure is as follows:

Point to the reference |)oint and note H.C.R.
Then jMjint to the star, note time and H.C.R.
1 .i. n reverse instrument and again jKiint to the star and

i.jte time and H.C.R.
Then fxjint to the reference |M)int and note H.C.R.
The means of the H.C.Rs on the star and reference \xnnt

arc then taken, increasing or diminishing one in each case by
180°; and al.so the mean of the times of pointing to the star,

from which the hour angle is derived.

Having computed the azimuth by (t)8) or ((59), let:

As (len(<te the a/imuth of the star reckoned from the north
in the direction ESIV;

Aj, that of the reference point.

Rs the H.C.R. on iM)inting to the star

Rp that on poii.ting to the reference (M)int.

Then A^-A, '^Rp-R,
or Ap =As +Rp -Rs (70)
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Exam file. '\'\w fol' ii^ (il>MT\.tiion!< wire taki-H in

Auk., I'X*^*. iit a pla.f .,. laliiiuli' U\° .'vl':

IH.ohs'd. Cir. II.C.R. \Vat,h

R.I*. R. ITK" 14',:.

Polarin R. 57.") I> :».V" OS-

Polaris /.. INI 02.5 Hi 01 (C)

K.i. L. :<5H 11.5
Tlif watrh cornrtiim was f<tuti<l by ol)siTNiiin tiu- iiKridi;)!!

traiiHii of a S(-(ir|)ii, as follows:

Watch timf of transit - 1H''2;1"'00«

R'l asi-ciision of star « !(> 2'.\ 'M

Watch corr'n

From the N'.A.

+:«

- fh 25"' (W-

-SK° 47' 2S"
= 4:r.2"

o (of Polaris)

a

I he com put at ion then protrids as folKtws
Mean of ohs'd times = 15*' 5H"' (Mi

Watch corr'n » +;{4

K(|. (40) Sid. time
a

= 15 5S 40
= I 25 o:i

= 14 :« 37
= !» 2t! 2:{

= 141°:15' 45"

Kcj. (()8; loK sec <t>
= 10. 105405 log tan = 10.02HS2.'

loK cot 5= S.:i24:}2X loKCot «= 8.;}24:J2H

log sin r= !t.7():}235 log cos t= !».H1»4122h

8.2S200H
Su!)t. lon= 0.007010

log Ian. 1 =8.275358
/I = 1° 04' 48"

8.2472

Eq. (70) /I J = 1°04'48"
Rp =178 14 30

179 lit 18

/?, = 1 00 00

A. =178° 19' 18"
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Tlu' i'oni|>ut.iii<iii liv (<i1<i i^ as follown:

'"K /' - :<.ti:W(iH<,i

i(>K sin r = It 7u:vj:«.j

loK cos <> = it.SHl.V.t.-)

.s.»:iiit_'i

l<i>; 1st lirm = .J.')!*:;!!'!*

I.IK A » :i.(i:{Hi)H!i

loK sin 1" = ti.«lK.".7')

loK tan = lt).(t2HH2.'>

log cos r - !».1tK-n22«

log 2n(l term = 1.M4 ')»(»«

1st torn = ro-.'-):"
2nil term - -1 10

A = 1 (H 17

This mi'th<Kl may Im? ust'd to advuntaKc in finding the

^ ariation of a compass. An explorer's instrumental e(|iiipinent

may consist of a sextant and a compass. With the former
instrument an observation of the sun for time may la- taken.

If the compass iK-arint; of the sun's limb then lie taken, the

true azimuth of that Ixxly ma\' he computed in terms of

T S and 0, which, C(jmpare<i with the mannetir azimuth, will

^{ive the variation. The (piantity .S' sec // must 1m .ulded to

or sui)tracted from the azimuth of the sun's centre to obtain

the aziniuth of the limb. /( is jjiven by (5) and neeil only be
known approximately.
The e(|uatii)ns then are:

tan d
tan e = sii) 5 co> ((? — 01

tan .1

sin 6

XI = .S sec //

sin // =
cos T

tan r cos 6

sin (»-0)

The best time for this ol)ser\ati<in is when the sun is near

the i)rime \ertical.

.3rd methcKl—By an observed altitude.

The method of obser\'ati<>n is described on f>.
()."> et seq.

The data are // 5 and <t>, and ilu- ri-duction is made by one
of the e(|ualions (8), (It) <jr ( Hli.

Example.—The following ol)ser\ations of the sun for

azimuth and time were taken on Julv 30, l',tl4, at a ]i!ace

in latitude 14°24'00", and approximate iongitude.')'' IS^-lo' W.:



l't.ohs;i. iir. ll.i.K. VCR. W.ihh
K.iv a; •_>;» iii ,:,

/.. io:t» j; •_>;{ .:, :,<» 17.:,

R.l*. /.. •jo;tL'»i

Tin- rciiticlidii i". .IS lulliiws:

7V( //;/(/ tlw (iziniiilli : Jo find tin- linif:

Moan (if N'.C.R's. =27" .m' (KI" In^- >iiiiA'-0, =<». I'CIJOii

r =
I l!» lujj !,iii(N'-6) =<I.HI|.-|,M

P

h

f

5

i -0

27 .Vi II lo^' <«»H .v' =<i.i;ti.{S()7

= 27 .).{ I!t

"iVl (M> II

= 41 21 m Ion I an- \t
•=IX :M U7 Idj; tan Jr

'.7

= t>2 :<2 2S r

= IS (IN l!» A.T.
= 4.1 AS 21 /•;

= (t 2r) 47

li.n (i.s a' = !».ti():}H()7

loK sin(.v'-6) = !).S41'»'i"i

iitj; CKsLv'-s-) = !>.!MH»!»SS

I<>^J sin(,s'-0) = •».|'.):{2(«

!»..">().");<ti2

!l.4!t;{|!tl

Ion; t.in- J.l =10.012171
loK tan \A = lO.tKMiOS')

•i'l = I.) 24 Oo
/I = IH) 4S 10

.!> =2()!( II .JO

.i/.y

Stand. T
Watih

^7'

^r = 2\\ 20 15

2!>2 .SS ().)

R. = 21!) AS

Ap = 72 10 05

!t.:<:{475s

<.t.(iti:{7!»5

= <.t.«i70'.lti:{

= <t.s;{.visi

= :vr 2-X 54"
= t)h 47 4s
= 4''M5'"1I- .2

= +ti It) .0

= 4 41 27 .2

IS 15

= 4 5<i 42 .2

= 4 5S \:\ .2

= + 1 2!) .0
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Example.—The following observations were taken with a
small transit in Sept., 1899, to determine azimuth, time and
latitude.

p.m.

Pt. obs'd. Cir. ILL .R. V.C.R. WaUh
Arcturus R 157° 10' 27° 21' 7"43"'ll''

Arcturus L 337 58 27 0() 4(5 23
Arcturus K 158 42 2(5 4() 5 49 35
Arcturus L 339 37 26 19 53 24
Arctun s R IGO 22 25 59 5 5(5 43
Arcturus L 341 IG 25 33 8 00 29
R.P. R 225 45
Altair L 34 23 1(5 55
Altair R 34 25 19 11

Altair L 34 27 5 21 18

Altair R 34 29 23 00
Altair L 34 30 24 45
Altair R 34 32 27 19

A mean time watch was used. Arcturus was to the west of

the meridian, and Altair near the meridian and east of it.

The approximate meridian altitude of Altair was observed
to be

34° 39' 30"
whence a value of the latitude for reducing the azimuth
observations was found as follows:

h' = 34° 39' 30"

r = 1 23

h = 34 38 07

s"
= 55 21 53

6 =+8 3(5 23

<t>
= (53 58 16

The apparent places of the two stars were:

a 5

Arcturus 14'' 1 1"> 05' + 19° 42' 24"

Altair 19 45 55 + 8 36 23
The reiluction of the first azimuth observation is as follows:

V.C.R.,('ir./?

V.C.R., ("ir. L

Mean
r

h

r

= 27°

= 27

27'

0(5

= 27 16

1

30'

51

= 27
= 62

14

45
39
21

44



Eq. (10) s'

s'-<t>

s'-S

log COS s'

log sin(s'-

log cos(i'-

log sin(s' —

log tan' lA
log tan lA
u
A
As
Rp

Rs

Ap

5)

•n
«)

= 73° 13' 00".

5

= 9 14 44 .5

= 53 30 36 .5

= 10 27 39 .5

= 9.400524
= 9.«M)5235

Eq. (70)

= 9.992721
= 9.205930

9.3H5759
9.198(551

= 10.1(57108

= 10.083554
= 50° 28' 40".

5

= 100 57 21 .0

= 259 02 39
= 225 45

484 47 39
= 157 34

= 327 13 39

Reducing the remaining azimuth ohsi-rvations in a similar
manner, and taking the mean, the result is

At,=Z2r 13' 31"
In order to reduce the latitude observations it is necessary

to find the hour angle of Altair corrcs|x)nding to each of the
observed times. This may be done by computing the hour
angle of Arcturus from the observations of that star, and
combining it with the difference of right ascension of the two
stars. Thus:

Eq. (13) logsin(i'-«) =9.205930
logsin(i'-5) =9.905235

log cos s'

log cos(i'-f)

log tan* h

= 9.4(50524

= 9.992721

9.1111(55

9.453245

= 9.(557920
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loK tan \t

It
T

= 9.828900
= 33° 59' 54"

()7 59 48
= 4'' 31'"59^ .2

Re<lucing the remaining observations in the same way, the
hour angles are:

4'' 31"' 59' .2

38 45 .1

45 54 .4

Mean = 4 38 52 .9

The difference of r.a. of the two stars is

5'> 34"" 50»
;

therefore the hour angle of Altair
= 4'> 38*" 53»
-5 34 50

= -55 57
(the star being east of the meridian) at an instant equal to
the mean of the observed times, or

7''51">37».5

Then as the change of hour angle of a star is equal to the
change in the sidereal time, the hour angle of Altair at the
time of the first latitude observation is found as follows:

Observed time, 1st obs'n = 8''16'"55«

Mean of times of az. obs'ns = 7 51 37 .5

Diff.

Equivalent sid. interval
Hour angle at mean of times

25 17 .5

25 21 .7

= -55 57

Hour angle at 1st lat. obs'n. = -30 35

The hour angles of Altair are thus found to [ye

-SO^SS''
28 19

26 12

24 29
22 44
20 10

The latitude observations are now reduced as follows:
Eq. ((Jl) ft' =34° 23' 00"

r = 1 24

46

= 34 21 36



f

re?'

= 60

Its

^58
ire:
'40"

59
28
28
53
46

= 55 38 24

i

ho

= «i3

= 8
= 34

58 16

36 23
38 07

log COS

log COS 5

= 9.042291
= 9.995082

log cos llo = 9.915287

log m

log^-

v = 967"

9.()37373

9.722086
= 3.2*'"<53

= 2.985439
= 0° 16' 07"
= 55 38 24

= 55
= 8

22 17

36 23

= 63 58 40

The complete latitude

4>
=

Mean = 63 58 42

cos <j> tan T

The inclusion of the small term in the expression for
increases this result by less than 1".

The eflfect of the error of 26" in the %'alue of the latitude
used in the computation of A is found by the formula

dA = - '^*

to be about 21".5.

4th method—By an observation of a circumpolar star at
elongation.

The azimuth and hour angle of the star may be found by
(22) and (23). From the former the time of elongation may
be computed.
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Description of method of taking the observation.
In the case of the pole star, assuming = 1'' 26", 6 = 88° 50'

we find T = 5»'58"'20'
. and .-. e = 7''21"'20»

, the sidereal time
of western elongation. This may \x used to compute ap-
proximately the time of either elongation at any time of the
year.

6th method—By transits of stars across the vertical circle
of Polaris.

From the observed times of transit of two stars across the
same vertical circle, the azimuth of that circle may be com-
puted.

/7^.£y

To find the azimuth: In Fig. 21, 5, is the position of Polaris
at the time of transit and S that of an equatorial star. SZSi
IS then the vertical circle of the instrument, and PZ the
meridian. The angle SPSi (denoted by A) differs from the
difference of r.a. of the two stars by the sidereal inter/al
between their transits, or

A=(a,-o)-(r,-r) (71)
Ti and T being the observed times of transit of Polaris and
the other star, respectively, o, and a their right ascensions.
In computing A the subtractions should be algebraic; A will
then be affected by the + sign if the star 5 is west of the
meridian, and by the — sign if east.
We next take the equations:

sin A cot C= cos S tan 5i — sin S cos A
sin T cot C= cos 5 tan ^— sin 5 cos r

. cos S sin C
sin A =

cos ^
which are obtained from (5) and (3), Sph. Trig. From the
first of these we have

tan C= sin A
cos 6 cot />— sin 5 cos A '

sin A
cos 6 cot pil — tan p tan S cos A)

'



sin A
=

cos 5 ^"" <''l+t^n P tan 6 cos^+ ),

^ sin ^ ,

~
cos J

»+/'tan6cos^)
^^g)

neglecting /»•'. Again, from the second equation we have
•„ , cot C tan

sin r -;—-- + cos t = — ^
sin S tan 5 '

or
'^

sin 5 2 ~ tan 5
'

again neglecting the cul)e and higher powers of small quanti-
ties; .".

'

T
^°* ^ _ -li = *'^" *_! = **'" ^*-5'
**'" * 2 tan 5 ~ cos sin 6

"

Then assuming as a first approximation
cot C sin (<t>

— &)

sm d cos sm 5

^_ sin (0— J)or T = ^-—̂ tan C,
cos

<t>

'

we have by substitution for t-' in the above equation
sin (<t>

— S)
tan C +cos

<t>

P sin(0— 5)sin A
cos </> cos 6

by (72) , o seconds of arc

_ ,^ sin(<>-6)sin A

(l+p tan 5 cos A)

cos
(73)

If the time star be observed below the pole, then S changes
Its sign, and t becomes the hour angle reckoned from lower
culmi lation.

To find the azimuth we have from the third of the above
equations

A — r ^*^® ^

cos<t>

or bv (72) , * sin A (7a\
A = —-- ( 1 +p sin 1" tan 5 cos A)

^^^^
cos <p

'

A and p being in seconds of arc.

Comparing equations (73) and (74) we see that

r = A -'" ^*--*I (75)
cos 3
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Example.—The following observations were taken at
Toronto, Mar. 29, 1899:

Pt. ohs'd. II.C.R. Watch
R.P. 45° 18'

Polaris 73 33.5 8'>30|"451"

f Hy(lr.T 73 33 .5 8 34 43
The apparent places of the stars were:

a S

Polaris l"" 21'" 21* +88° 46' 23"
fHydnr 8 50 06 + 6 19 35

We have then the following data:
A =111° 13' (Eq. 71.)

= 43 39 36"
« = 6 19 35
p =4417";

so that the computation proceeds as follows:

Eq. (74)

Eq. (70)

Eq. (75)

log sin S

logp
= 9.96952
= 3.64513

log cos <f>
= 9.85941

3.61465

log 5692
log tan S

log cos A
logp

= 3.75524
= 9.04480
= 9.55858n
= 3.64513

log sin 1" = 6.68557

log-5 = 0.68932n

^=5687" = 1° 34' 47'

A. = 358° 25' 13'

Rp = 45 18

Rs
403 43 13

= 73 33 30

Ap = 330° 09' 43'

log A
log sin((>— 5)

= 3.7.5488

= 9.78280

log cos S = 9.99735

log 3470
3.537(58

= 3.54033
50



r = 3470" = 231 •

off Hydra')

e
L

= 3"

= 8

= 8
= 5

51'

50 m
4(> 15

17 35

f)(at Gr.)
Equiv. M.T. int'i

M.'. . of sid. rnxjii

= 14
= 14

= 23

37
13

= 8
= 8

03 50
01 32
33 23

Standard Time
Watch

34 55
34 55
34 55
34 43

Watch corr'n = + 12

6th method—By the observed angular distance of the sun
from a terrestrial point.

This method is useful when the sextant is the only instru-
ment available.

r/G22

In Fig. 22 S is the centre of the sun, and O the terrestrial
point. The observation comprises:

Measuring the angular distance SO,
Noting the time of oi)ser\ation, and
Measuring the altitude of O.

The latitude being known, the altitude and azimuth of
the sun's centre are computed i)v (4), (5) and lO). The
apparent altitude is then found by subtracting the parallax
and addinr the refraction The measured angular distance
is corrected, "or semi-diameter. We have then

tan- \a =- !^(s-^'^) sin (5 -/TO)

in which

sin .? sin(A-

/.S+/J)+ SO
SO)
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tan'

If then, /;' =thc apparent altitude of the sun

// =thf altitude of ()

I) =the angular distance SO
we find on sul)stilutinK

^,^ h'+lI+D

^ sin(.s'-//) sin(5'-/r') (76)

<'os s' r()s(.?' — /))

If // is so small that it may lie netflected, as is often the
case in hydrojrraphic surveys, then (7G) becomes

tan- Ja = tan ]{J)Xh') tan l(D-h') (77)

The azimuth of () then is

A ± a

If the correction of the watch is not kno\»'n the observer
may | oceed as follows:

Measure the altitude of the sun. then the angular distance
SO, then again the altitude of the sun. noting the watch
time of each of the three measurements. The altitude of
the sun at the instant of measuring SO may then be inter-
polated. The altitude of O is measured as 'l)ei. ?. A mav
then be computed from the data /; S and <f> by either (8), (9)
or (10). The remainder of the reduction is as before.
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6. Determination oi I.ON<;iTrDE hy Ohservation.

The engineer is seldom calletl u\xm to deterniine longi-
tude, so that only some methcxls useful to the explorer will
Ik.' here descrilK'd, and alswj in outline the most precise rnetluKi
known, viz., that by the electric telegraph.
The difference of longitude l>etween two places may Ik-

defined as the angle Iwtween the planes of their meridians.
It was si-en—p. 14—that the local times of two |)lares

differ hy an amount equal to their difference of longitude,
expressed in time. Any meth<Kl, therefore, that serves to
compare the local times of the two places, at the same absolute
instant of time, will determine their difference of longitude.

1st meth(Ml—By portable chronometers.
If the correction of a chronometer on the local time of a

place A is found by observati<m, and also its rate, and the
chronometer is then transix)rted to another place B, and its

correction on the local time of that place found, the l<K-al

times of the two places may Ik? thus comparwl: Let
AT, 5r = the correction and rate found at A at the time T;
AT' = the correction found at B at the time T' ( = T+t)

Then at the instant T' the true time
at A = T+t+AT+t . 6T,
at B=T+l+AT';

the difference of which is

AL=AT+t .iT-AT',
or the difference of the corrections of the chronometer on
the times of the two places at an assumed instant of time.

2nd method—By signals.
Any signal that may be seen at the two places mav be used

to compare their local times. A chain of observing stations
may be established between the extreme stations, with inter-

G f
c
o j^

o
w?;

f' a
o

F/G 23
mediate signal stations, so that the method may be used
between points at a considerable distance apart. The signal
used may be the disap|x;arance of a light, a flash of gun-
powder, etc.

Let A and B be the terminal stations, C and D intermediate
stations, and .Si 5. and 5s, signal stations (fig. 23). Then if
a signal be made at 5, which is perceived at A at the time Tx
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nnd at C ut ni> time Tt; and if thi>n u siKiial Ih- made at .S'«

which i» iKTteived at C at the timi" Fj and at I) at the time

Of, etc.; then, /I Ijcing the more easterly station, we have
AL-(r,-r.)+(7-,-r4)+(7;-r,)

-7-,-(7,-r,)-(r4-7\)-7-,:
which shews that it is not necessary to know the corrections

of the chronometers at the intermetliate stations, l)Ut only

their rates. The times 7"i and 7« are the true local times at

A and B, resjH?ctively.

Kclipses of Jupiter's satellites are also used in longitude

determinations. As the "dtellite ap|)ears to fade out gradu-

ally the observed time of an eclipse will depend upon the

power of the telescojK- used. But for tiiis objecticm this

methcxl would lie a usc-ful one for finding longitude.

Reference may Ir- mad'- to the ephemeris.

3rd methotl—By the elti i ric tcleg.aph.

The observer at each station must be provided with a

transit instrument, chronometer, and electro-chronograph,

for determining time with precision, and also a portable

switchlK)ard oy which connections can Ih; made with the

main telegraph line for sending signals to the other station.

The connections for observing the transi !)f stars in

determining time are shewn in di.igram in I "i, and for

sending arbitrary signals in Fig. 25.

The procedure at each station is to observj a set of stars

for determining time and the instrumental constants. Then

a series of signals is sent to the distant station, which are

also recorded on the local chronograph. A second set of

stars is then observed. By means then of tiie two time sets

the correction of the chronometer on local time at the e])och

of the signals can be interiM)iated.

These oporatif.ns may be repeated on as many mutually

clear nights at the two stations as may be considered neces-

sary ay five nights.
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In FiKs. 24 ami 25—
( is the chronometer,

B\ the chronometer battery,

R\ the chronometer relay.

Bt the chronograph battery,

A/ the chronograph magnet,

A' the transit key.

Also in Fig. 25

—

LL is the main line,

Rt the sounder relay,

S the sounder,

Rs the signal relay,

Rh a rheostat,

G a galvanometer,

A" the telegraph and signal key.

A signal is made bv breaking the main line circuit by means

of the signal key, which may be a special break-circuit key.

If now at a time Ti at station A a signal is made which

is recorded at B at the time 7,'; and if AF, AF/ are the chrono-

meter corrections on local time at the two stations, and .v the

time of transmission of the signal; then the <litferuiue of

longitude is:

SL = (T,+^T,)-(T/+ST,'-x)
= SLi+x

in which Ai:, = (r,+Ar,)-(r,'+Ar,')
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If a .siKn.il I tw U' m.wlf at B at thi- linu- Tt. and ri'nirdeil

al A at thf liiiii- Tt; iht-n

A/, - ( Ti+STt-x) - ( 7V +^r,')
-^Lt-x

- (/••f^7',)-(r,'+^r,')
nil III of these valui-M of IL x in climinati'rl, and

in w hirh A£.

'I'akinK tht

w«' havi-

SL
2

4tli nuiMi.l (5, i>uM)n culminations.
An tx; ,111 I I >n ' 1 tin- moon's hourly rphemrris rontaiiwd

in the N. . V. iH -U w that tlu- motion of that ImmI' in rinhi
asci-nsion i xciv • i.ld. If ,\\vn a value of th.it co-ordinate
In- found 1)\ I' \ lioii. ad ti"* corres|K)ndin>{ fir. time lie

inter}X)!aJ -r! ...in ...
' m i tlie error in the time due

to the eii' I M I if li I ,. (juantity will not Ik; excessive.
The Gr. II. .mi .j ...is i,,und at the instani of the observa-
tion, whid "m) St .1 determine the l<Hal time, the longi-
tude follows l»y tal. M, • <lifference of the two times.
To deter ' nc ih' i, ., ,i , r.a. the merulian transit of the

ni<M)n's linil and that ol smne n«'iKhlM)urinK star are observed.
Then let

O and 9 =the sidereal tinu > of transit of the moon's centre
and .1 star.

a and o' = their ri^ht ascensions
and we have

o-a' = 0-e'
or a = a'-f-(>-e'
which Ki^vs the nuK)n's right ascension.
To find the sitlereal time of the semi-diameter passing the

meridian in order to correct the observed time of transit of
the limb, let ,

ff = the sid. time of theS.D. passing the meridian
5 = the moon's angular S.D.
^a = the increase of the moon's r.a. in 1'" of M.T.

Aa
QifTFT =the increase of the mcxjn's r.a. in 1 sid. second;then

and

60.1t)4

and

= its increase in the interval a;

Aa _ S sec 5

t)0.1b4 ~ 15
as each side of the equation expresses the time of S.D. passing
the meridian if there were no change of r.a.; .'.
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invmii \

IMI.IM

ftO.IW S

This quantity is Rivfii in ihf N.A.
To interpolate the (ir. M.T. correH|)«>n(iinK to an observed

value of the moon's r.a.. let

do — the ephemeris value nearest to o,

T„ "the corresiwndinK Cir. M.T.,

T — the (ir. M.T. corresiMindinK to a.

X « r— 7o (in second.*),

^a - the increase of a in 1 minute of M.T. at the time T^ ,

ha - the increase of Aa in 1 hour.
Then the increase of Aa in the interval .v is

X .

3600 '

.'. the value of Aa at the middle instant of the interval x is

X
^ 7200

and .

and .'

Then

the increase of a in the interval x is

()0

X= 0,, +

(
' (

)

^ 7200 )

.v = tK)(a-Oo)

'^•^
7200 *" Aaf 1 +

60(o-a„)

(
1

-

ho.

V 7200 Aa /

Y nearly
X ba

7200 Jla

nearlv

60(a-o„
Ao

'- ^"
'^ "^

7200 Aa

, . , , ()0 (a — o„ )
in which .r =

Aa
Then T=T„ + x

If then B is the Gr. sid. time correspon<iin^; to T we have

Z. = e-o
A more accurate methtxl than the foregoing is to take

observations for determining a on the same night at the
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station whose longitucle is reciuired and also at another

station whose longitude has Iwen well determined. Thus
t,iie increase in o while the ni(H)n is passing over the interval

between the two meridians is determinetl. Tiiis increase,

<li\ided by the increase in 1 iiour of lonj{itude, gives the

dirt'erence of longitude in hours. Thus if

ai and a. =the values of a found at the two stations,

// = the increase of a in 1 hour of longitude while

passing over the interval between the two
meridians;

a; — ni

77

// may be taken from the ephemeris.

then AL =

."•s



7. Thk Tiikoik)I,itk and tiik Skxtant.

The Thcddolite.

For a knowletlKO of the ronstriKtion and method of ad-
justment of the engineer's transit theodolite reference may
be made to any standard work on surveNing.
A well constructed and adjusted transit should fulfil the

following conditions:

(1) The vertical and horizontal axes should pass through
the centres of the horizontal and vertical circles, respecti\eK-,
and should be perpendicular to their planes.

(2) The axis of the alidade of the horizontal circle should
coincide with the axis of the circle.

(3) The line joining the zeros of the verniers of either
circle (assuming that each is read by two verniers) should
pass through the centre of the circle.

(4) The extreme divisions of each vernier should coincide
at the same time with divisions of its circle.

(5) The horizontal axis should be ix.'r|K>ndicular to and
intersect the vertical axis.

(6) The sight line of the telescope should be [KTiK'nclicular

to and intersect the horizontal axis, and in all positions of
the focusing slide. It should also intersect the vertical axis.

(7) The two threads in the telescope, whose intersection
determines a point on the sight line, should be truly hori-

zontal and vertical, resjK'ctively, when the instrument is

adjustetl for observation.

(8) T
'

(' levels attached to the horizontal plate should read
zero when the vertical axis is plumb.

(9) When cither vernier of the \ertical circle reads zero,

and also the level attached to the alidade of that circle, the
sight line should be horizontal.

Conditions 1, 2, 3, 4 and the second part of (i are fulfilled

by the maker in the construction of the instrument; the
others, and sometimes ',i, can be attended to by the observer.
With regard to 9, the alidade of the vertical circle of a transit

intended for astronomical observ-ation should be jirovided
with a level captible of detecting a change of inclination
considerably smaller than the least count of the vernier.

The [Kjsition of the alidade should be adjustable by means
of a slow-motion screw, so that the bubble of its level may
readily be brought to the centre, after plumbing the vertical

axis of the instrument.
It is pro[M)sed to examine the etTects of these errors of

construction and adjustment, shewing how in most cases
thev mav be eliminated.
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(1) The effect of an inclination of the horizontal axis.

In Fig. 26, which is a projection of the celestial sphere on
the plane of the horizon, the horizontal rotation axis of the
transit is assumed to be inclined at a small angle to the

horizon, so that the collimation axis—defined as a right line

through the optical centre of the objective perpendicular to

the horizontal axis—traces on the celestial sphere the great

circle A'PZ'. P being any point and APZ a vertical circle.

//« fb

the true altitude of P is the arc AP; and the apparent altitude,

affected by the inclination of the axis, the arc A'P. Z' is

the zenith of the instrument, and ZZ' is equal to the inclin-

ation b. It is clear that the effect of b on the H.C.R. is

shewn by the spherical angle AZA'. To find an expression

for this angle we have in the triangle PZZ'

^ -,„„, tan PZ'
tan PZZ' = -. „„, ;sm ZZ

or cot ^A\= - . —r- ;

Sin b

or tan il4' = tan h' sin b\

or, as A/li and b are small, we may write this

Ayl, = 6tanA', (79)

or the effect of an inclination of the horizontal axis on the
H.C.R. varies as the tangent of the altitude of the point

sighted.

In measuring the horizontal angle between two points it

is evident that the effect of b is nil if the altitudes of the two
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points an- c'(|ual, and that it iiicRMsts with tin- ditTirinci' of
the allitii(li-s. A reviTsal of the iiiMrunuMil rtvtrMs the
alKC'brair si^n ol A.l,, so that its elTori on a horizontal andu
IS ihnnnatod by the revi-rsal.

To find the t-tfect of b on the nu'asun-nii'nt of a vertical
anuli- we again refer to the triangle PZZ' , fn.m which we
ha\e

n)s/'Z = cos P/'cosZ-^'

J'f
sin /; =sin h' cos h

Then denoting //'-// hy Mi and expanding cos h we have

sin(7/'-J,//)=sin //' {\ -
f^'

^

or sin h'-lli cos /(' = sin /;' - ''
sin /;'

by expanding the sin and cos of Ih and neglecting its sciuare
and higher powers; .'.

^// = 2 '-'" '>'

It appears then that the effect of l> „„ ;, \ertical angle
varies as the s(|uare of b. Introducing the values of M, and

in seconds we ha\e

Ki sinl",,.
A//= />-tan/z (80)

This is a very small {[uantitv: for, assuming /)= I' and //' =
45°, wc find A//=0".0087: it ma\- therefore be safelv neg-
lected. It is not eliminated b%- reversal.

/7a e7
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(2) Tlic effect of a coUimation error; i.e., an error arising

from non-coincidence of the sight line and the collimation

axis as above defined.

Assuming that there is no inclination error the sight hne

in this case will trace on the celestial sphere a small circle

parallel to the great circle traced out by the coUination

axis. In Fig. 27 l^Z' is the small circle, and A'BZ the great

circle traced out by the collimation axis. H and //' are the

poles of those circles, Z' being the zenith of the instrument;

ZZ' or PB is the collimation error, denoted by c.

To find the effect of r on a H.C.R., denoted by AAt, we

have in the triangle BZP
tdn BP

tan BZP = a-fsm BZ
.4 tan f

or tan A^i= ,," cos n

or very nearly AAt= c sec h' (81)

or the effect of a collimation error on a H.C.R. varies as the

secant of the altitude of the point sighted.

/}&es

The effect of this error on the measurement of a horizontal

angle evidently also increases with the difference of the

altitudes of the two points sighted, and is eliminated by a

reversal of the instrument.

To find the effect of c on the measurement of a vertical

anirle we have in the triangle BZP
cos PZ = cos BZ cos BP

or sin A = sin A' cos c

As this is the same equation as was derived in the discussion
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of the last error, it follows that equation (80) also expresses
the error in this case.

(3) To find the effect of a non-fulfilment of condition 1,2
or 3, so that the line joining the zeros of the two verniers
does not pass through the centre of the circle.

The circle in Fig. 28 represents the graduated circle, of
which O is the centre. 0' is the centre of the alidade. .Also
the line joining the zeros of the two verniers does not pass
through the point O'. It is clear from the figure that if in any
position of the alidade the reading of the vernier Fi is less
than wha*^ it would \ic if the line FiFj occupied a parallel
position passing through O, then the reading of V, will be
in excess oy the same amount. By taking the mean of the
two values of an ancle, found by taking readings of both
verniers, the effect of eccentricity is therefore eliminated.
By a different process it may be shewn that the effect of

eccentricity may be eliminated by any number of equi-
distant verniers.

With regard to condition 8, it is convenient that the plate
levels should be in good adjustment, but in any case it is

advisable to use the more precise level attached to the alidade
of the vertical circle, or the telescope level, in plumbing the
vertical axis. The effect of the error arising from imperfect;
leveling may be shewn as follows:

//s.e&

In Fig. 29 Z is the zenith, Z' the point to which the verticall
axis is directed. P is any point. The triangle PZZ' gives,
the equation

sin e' cot e = s\nd tan A' -cos d cos 0'

S3
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Then expanding; sin J and cos d and ninltrliiiK all liiil the

first power of il we have
>in 9' rot 0=(l tan //'-feos 9'

or sin 0' eos e-eos d' sin (^ = */ tan /;' sin

or sin(0'— fl) =(/ tan /;' sin

or as e'-d is small
i)' -e^il tan /;' sin

Now if there are two points sighted in turn, and fl/ and Bi

are the values which 0' lakes, resjjectively, we have

t)i' -Oi=(l tan /;/ sin ^i

d.,'-ei = (I tan //..' sin di

so that, lakins the difference

^^,'_^,')_(0j_9,)=,/(tan //•.' sin 0j-tan //i sin Ci) (82)

This expresses the error in the horizontal anjjle between

the two i>oints. Il appears to be a maximum when 0... = 27O°

and e, = 90°, and for hi^h altitudes its value may exceed d.

It is not eliminated bv reversal.

To find the effect on a vertical an^le, we have in the triangle

APA'
. tan /;

cos J
=

or tan /)' =
tan /;

cos /

tan //'

tan /;

1
- /

~ = tan II

(' -

nearlv. Then writing li' = h+Mi we have
tan /;' = tan(/(+A/i)

= tan h+Mt sec' h

by Taylor's theorem.

r-

Ml sec- // = 2 ^'*" ''

A/i = "„ tan h cos- //or

Again, in the triangle PZZ'

sin/=
sin 6' sin d

cos k

d sin e'

or •^ cos h

Substituting in the above expression for Sh we have

Mi =
d' sin'' e'

2 cos- //

tan It cos- h
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(P
sin- 6' tan /;

(»r in sin mils Sit =
,^

(/- sin- tan /)

(83)

This is no\cr a|i|)ri'c°ial)lc.

(5j It is (-onvinicin that adjiistnu-nt U lu- nearly pfrfirt,

thoiij^h not t^sintial, as the effect of iniptrfirt adjustment is

eliniinattfl hv riAirsal.

/v<sJO

In Fig. 30 the circle represents the vertical circle of the
transit ; OP is the sijjht line, directed to some point P. The
error of VA, the reading of the vernier V, is evidently =

e+e'.
If the telescope now be transited, turned in azimuth, and
again directed to the point P, it amounts to the same thing
as transiting and directing to a second j)oint P' which has the
same absolute zenith distance as P. The reverse reading is

then VA' whose error is =
-((•+ /)

The mean of VA and VA', the two readings of vernier V,

is therefore the altitude of P freed from the effect of index
error.

To observe an altitude of a heavenly body with a transit.

It has been shewn that errors of adjustment have no
appreciable effect upon a vertical angle, except the index



error, whose effect may be eliminated by reversal. In ob-

Ber\'ing the altitude of a star, therefore, the method is to make
two pointings to the star, reversing the instrument between
the pointings. The telescope is first directed so that the

star is very near and approaching the horizontal thread at

a point a little to the right or left of the centre. The time of

crossing the thread is then noted, and also the V.C.R. The
instrument is then reversed and directed as before, with the

star at about the same distance on the opposite side of the

centre, thus eliminating the effect of any mclination of the

thread. The time of passage across the thread is again

noted, and the V.C.R. If azimuth is required as well as

time, the star must be observed on the intersection of the

horizontal and vertical threads. The mean of the two V.C.R's.

is then the observed altitude—freed from the effect of index

error—corresponding to the mean of the observed times.

It is thus assumed that the change of altitude of a star,

during short intervals of time, is proportional to the time.

This assumption will seldom lead to an error exceeding O*.!

for an interval of S"" between the observations.

In observing the sun the same general method is followed

as in observing a star, but as there is no definite point at

the sun's centre that can Ije observed, the procedure is as

illustrated in Fig. 31. The sun's image is first brought to the

F/g3/

position shewn by the broken circle .S"i, so as to be in contact

with the horizontal thread and slightly overlappiiiR the

vertical thread. It may thei i)C' kL,>t in contact with the

horizontal thread by turning the ali.tude tangent screw;

its own motion will then bring it into contact with the vertical

thread, as shewn by the full circle .S"i. After no' i ; and
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recording the time and the readings of the circles the instru-
ment is reversed and the observation repeate<i, bringing the
sun into the position St. The figure represents an afterno<in

observation for time and azimuth, taken with an inverting
telescope. If time alone is required the contact of the sun's
image with the vertical thread is not important. The means
of the readings of the two circles may now be regarded as
corresponding to a pointing to the sun's centre at an instant
equal to the mean of the times.

A form of record is shewn on p. 4:}.

The Sextant.

The principle and construction of the instrument.
In Fig. 'S2 AB is the graduated arc, Afi the index mirror,

Ml the horizon mirror, M{V the index arm to which the
mirror Mi is attached, and carrying the vernier V at its

extremity. The instrument emlxxlies the principle that if

a ray of light SMi be incident upon the mirror Mi, then

/v<sJ£

reflected from it to the mirror M>, from which it is a^ain
reflected, then the anjjie c between the first and last direc-
tions of the ray is equal to double the an^le d between the
mirrors. This is readily proved, for in the triangles MiM-iC
and MiMjD we have, resperti\elv

2h = 2a+r
'

and b =a+d
or 2h = 2a+2d

c = 2d
The mirror Mt is attached permanentK- to the frame of

the instrument, and half of its surface is unsilvered, while



.Ui is ati.ulu<l to ilu- iiidtx arm and turns with it. Tlu-
sinhlinn iilix.ipf ixliriclf.l alon^ ilic Mm- C.l/j. Tlu- niirmrs
art- M» |)la«T(| iliat when iluir plants an- paralUI tlu- indt-x

y is at till- /en. .1 of thf uradiiatcd an- .1 H. I'lu- arc is di\ idi-d
inti) twitv llu- nuinlH-r of dt-nret-s that it suhti-nds at its ci-ntri-

lo ima-iiri- llu- an^k- Ih-Iwi-i-m two |M)ints tlu- ins(riinu-iit
is \n\(\ s<» ih.it its plain- passes ihroiinh llu- two [KMiits, and
the It-ft-hand point is s«-«-n in tlu- tit-Id oC ilu- olisirxinn '••l»-

sti.iK- tiirounh tlu- unsihi-R-d hall ..I thi- mirror .1/,. Ilu-
indi-x arm is tlu-n inrni-d until thi- other ixiint, s»-t-n hv douiiK-
n-lli-rtion from llu- iwo mirrors, ap|K-ars to coiniidi- with
tlu- first. Tlu- rc-adinn of tlu- an is tho an^k- sul)l(-n(k-d l)v
llu- two |K>ints at ihi- point ('. It is to Ik- ri-marki-d that (.' is
not a fixi-d point for all an>{k-s.

Adjust nu-ni of tlu- st-xiani.

To ohsi-rvi- an altiludo of tlu- sun with a sextant aiul
artitirial horizon.

The artificial horizon is a horizontal reflecting surface,
usualK the surface of mercury contained in an iron trouRh.
In oltservins I'li^ iiltitude of a heavenly Ixnly the angle is

measured between its imajje, seen by reflection in the arti-
ficial horizon, and that st-en by reflection from the nnVrors of
the instrument. Fig. :V2 shews that this angle is eciual to
(kiuble the apparent alliuide of the Inxly. In observing the
sun. instead of superposing thi- two images seen in the field
of the telesco|K', it is best to bring them into external contact,
thus obsi-rving either the upper or the k)wer limb. As the
horizon image ap|H-ars erect in the field of an inxerting
telescope, and the other image iiuerted, the identification
of either image shews which limb has been obser\ed.
To determine the index error of the instrument after

observing the sun, set the \ernier nearly at zero and then
direct the sight line to the sun; the two images will now be
.seen nearl\ in coinciik-nn-. '{"hen turn the tangent screw
until the images are in external contact, and read the arc.
Then reverse the moiion of the screw, causing the images
to pass one over the other until thev are again in contact,
and again read the arc. One of the readings will be on the
extra arc. Half the difference of the two readings is the
index error, positive if the reading on the extra arc is the
greater. The sum of the readings is twice the sun's angular
diameter.
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H. I'oKMI I i: Ol Sl'lll R|( \l Thk.ONOMI TKV.
(<»>« —('()>/> CDS ( 4-Nin /« >iii f IMS. I

I

cos b =c(is (/ co.s (4- sin ii sin < cos H
coh < =cor. (/ cos /i-fsin « sin h cos ( I

cos .1 m -cos Ii cos ( -I- sill A< sin (' cos a
(OS H ~ —cos .1 cos ( -|-siii .1 sin (' cos /)

cos (' = —cos ,1 COS /i + sin .1 sin H cos <

sin .1 sin H sin ('

sin (/ ^iii /) >in i

sin a (0-, /i =sin r cos /< — cos < sin /* cos .|

sin a i(i> (' =sin h cos < — cos h sin r cos .1

sin li cos .1 =siii f cos (J— Cos (' sin a cos /^

sin h cos (' =sin a cos < — cos it sin < cos H
sin ( cos .1 =sin /) cos ((—cos It sin a cos ('

sin ( cos li =sin a cos /j — cos a sin h iks ('

sin. I Kit fl =sin r cot /) — cos r cos .1
j

sin li (ot .1 =sin r cot «— cos < cos /<

sin W cot (' =sin a cot c — cos a cos W '

sin (.' col /< =siii (/ cot /' — cos « cos C
j

sin .1 cot (' =siii h cot < — cos h cos .1 I

sin (' cot .1 =siii h cot o — cos h cos C" f

whero

sin- \A = sin is — b) sill (.v

sin /> sin c

-r)

sin- \H = sin is — a) sini.v — ()

sin a sin r

sin'-' K- = sin is — a) sin is-b)

sin a sin /»

5 = a+ Z'+f

2

cos- \A = sin .V sin{5 — fl)

sin h sin c

cos- hB = sin .V sini.v- /))

sin a sin r

cos- \c = sin ,s- sin(5 — (•)

sin a sin b

tan- \A = sin(.T — /») sin (.v-r) ]

sin .V sin(,v — Ml

tan- \B = sin (,v — rt) sin (.v — r)

sin .V >-in(.v — /)) (

tan- \c = sin (i-rt) sin is-

sin .V siiU.s—

r

-b)

)

CD

(•I)

(»;

m

(7)

(8)
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»iii' Ja — — COM .S' COS* ( S — A

)

sin B sin t'

. , ,, COS S ctwiS — Bj
'

sill .1 »in (.

ros .S' «-<)s(.S*— ()

where

sin^ \r " —

S

sin .1 Min B

A+B-^C
2

, , vm{S-B} coii(S-C) \

'
sin fl sin t

, ,. coH {S — A) con (S — C) I

cos' ]h —
• J • ,.

8in A »in L

cos' Jf
a>s(S-A)vo»(S-B)

tan» Jo - -

tan' JA » -

sin /I sin B

cos S co»(S— A)
cos {S— B) cos (i'— C)

cos .S' cos(.S' — B)

ros(.S-/l) cos(.S'-0

, 1 _ "'** •'> cos (i'— ()
'•'"^'' " n,s(.S--.l)cos(.S-B)J

Dt'lambrc's analogies

—

8inJ(/l+B) ^ cos J (o -ft)

cos \C' cos Jf

sin J(yl -B) _ sin J (a -ft)

cos \C sin jc

cosJ(/l+/i) ^ cosJ(a+ft)

sin JC cos \c

ccw JM-B) ^ sin J(a+ft)

sin Jr sin Jc

Napier's analojiies

—

, , „ cos 4 (a —ft) , ,

tan \{A^-B) = * ,
, ^

cot \L
cos J(a + ft)

tan J(/l-5 = . \, ,
., cot \L* sin J(a+ft)

tani(a + /')=^.,,^,^^,^^^tanjc

tan J (« - *) = --T^i +^, tan \c
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(10)

(H)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)



Kornuil.1' fur riKlu-anKU'<l triannN'H

vim c ! cos a uts b ((

ttin a
sin ,1 -

ciw .1 -

sin B

tan .1

cos c

sin A

tan fi

nin B>

-mi")

fin b

sin r

taiKi

tan <

tan b

silt a

(20t

(21 1

cos A
cos (1

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

sin /

tan b

tan r

tan a

>in /<

lilt ^ cot B
ri>s B
cos A

Solution of ohlique-dn'.'lcd triangles

Case 1,

—

(liven it. ,umI r. the three siilcs

SohitMm liv mean- ,)| o(|uationi. (ti), (7) or (8;.

( ,ise 2. ("liven A. B and ( , th< three angles.
Solution by means >( e<|iiations i<t), { 10) or ; 11).

Cascll. -<".i\in two sides and the included angle, as a, b
and C-

1st solution li- (ui»ns.)( icjiumch (1(5), (17i and (3).
2nd s«ilutiiin M\ ja.an-. of equations 1) and i')), or

1 - I « OS ri cos // l-siii a sin h cos C
sill ( (i.t I ,in ' c« t n-cos b c-os C
sin ((ct /• ^^ii .di ') — (•(»,« cos ('

These e(|uations hir.inu, wiun ulapied for logarithmic
computation

cos c =

tan A

tan (^

tan B =

= tan b cos t'

Ian ('sin 5,

sitna — tf|)

tan fl = tan a . os C'

cos a cos (/) — (*)

cos

tan C sin S

sin ih—d)

Case 4.

—

(ii\tii two angles and the iiuluded r.ide, a .;

and (

.

1st solution— By nuins of equations (IS), (HO ai. ; J

2nd sf>lution By means of e(|uations (2) and ')), (,.-

cos ('= —cos .1 cos B+ >\n A sin H cos c
sin A cot B= sin c cot /< — cos c co> .1

sin /< cot ,1 = sin < cot n -cos , cos B
These ecjuations heconie

tan e-. = tan .1 cos c tan 0, ^tan /i cos c

cos (' = —

tan a =

cos.l co>[B+e.)

cos ^2

tan r sin ft.

sin(^+ft,,)
71

tan h = t.m ( sin ^3

sin (.4 +(?3)



Casi- ").—(iivi-n two sidi's and an :\n^\v opposite oiio of

tlicni. as a, h and .1.

Isi solution—H> nu-ans of i'<iiiations {',',), (l(») and ( IS), or

„ sin/; sin. 1

SMI n =
sni <i

, ,. cos ', (r/ — /')
, , , ,,,tanU = ;

,
,

rot '.(.l+Zi)
cos i Ul+h)

, ros \iA+B) .
, ,tan ( =

T , „ tan \t(t+l)).
cos ?.(.! —H)

2nd solution H\- nu-ans of ccpiations (ii), (.'>) and (I), or

,, sin h sin .1
sni n =

sin (/

sin (' cot .1 =sin h col « — cos /) cos ('

cos (t =cos /) cos r-|-sin /) sin c cos .1

Tlu'sc (.'(Illations may he thus ada|)tcd for ioj^'s.

t.m dx "tan .1 cos h

sin(C+9t) =tan h cot a sin 04

tan 6:, = tan /; cos .1

cos (; cos 0:,

C()S(C-t^;,) =
COS f>

Case ().—("liven two anj;les antl a side opposite one of

them, as .1 M and a.

1st solution—By means of e(iuations (8), (Id) and (18), as

in the last casi-, (8) heinj;; written

. , sin B sin a
sin = -

—

.
7—

sin A
2nd solution— B\- means of e(|uations (3), (2) and (5), or

. , sin B sin a
sill /) = . ,

sin .1

cos A = —cos B cos C+sin B sin C cos a

sin B cot A = sin c cot n— cos r cos B
Atlaptinj; for loj^'s. we have

tan Sf, = taii B cos a tan 9; = tan a cos B

cos (C'+0„) = - ^- -^-'— sin (r-9;) =tan B cot .1 sin e^
cos B



(".KODKSV.

1. Fk.i KI-: ()!• line Iv\rtii.

Ill any siirvi'v the exlfiit of wliicli i> siicli that tlic riirva-
turc of till' earth's surfari' iiui>t l)i' taken into consideration,
the fiKure of liie eartii may he regarded as that of an oi)l.ite

spheroid, tlie elements of a meridian sertion (jf which are,
as determined hy Col. A. R. ( larke. IStitt:

Major semi-axis, « =2(Mt2l)()(t2 ft.

Minor semi-axis, /) = 2()Sr).'>121 ft.

Denotinn tiie iccentricity hy c we lia\e

...J"'-l>' (1)

Tlie following; lo^'s are of fre<|iient use

!<>«;

"

= 7.:}2()()S7.')

1<>K
'• = 2.iH.")2r)i:}

loK
(-' = :i.H:{(),j()2)>

loji ( 1 — <-) = 1 .'.HITO.IO t

1
''" = :i.8:i;<-i.v22

loui//'-" T. ="2.!H()72(U
1

Radii of ninvtnre—Any section of the spheroid by a
plane is an ellipse. If the plane contains the normal, or
pliinil) line, at a iK)int, the resultinu section is a normal
section. Any straij;ht line—so called—traced on the earth's
surface is therefore a [xirtion of an elliptic arc; for practical
pur|H)sos, howe%er, if its length does not exceed 1(H) miles,
it may he regarded as a circular arc whose radi,is is the
radius of curvature of the normal section, of which it is a
fH)rtion, at its middle point. If the normal secti(m coincides
with the meridian an expressi()n for its radius of curvature is

„ lii»-'''^» (2)

(1 —e- sm- 0)5

If the normal secti(m is [wrpendicular to the meridian its

radius of curvature is

'L i-i)

1
-<'- sin- <i>)i

This is also the length of the normal—.l.V or fi.\". Fig. ad-
terminated in the minor axis of the sjjheroid. These are
termed the "[mncipal radii of curvature" at a point whose
latitude is 0. The radius of curvature of a normal section
whose azimuth is a may he expresseti in terms of tluse; thus

P« =

:;)

i



1

Pa

cos' a sin' a

or i.±(
Pa Pn \

i

Pm

1 +

Pn

cos' <l> COS- a
)

(4)

(5)

By substituting in (2) and (3)

sin d = e sin <t>

they become p« =a(l — e') sec' fl

Pn =a sec 9

Eq. (4) may also be placed in a convenient form for com
putation. Thus writing it

_ ??^P«
° p, cos' a + p»,sin''

a

it mav be thus transformed

(6)

(7)

Pa = Pn Pn

sin' a -\ cos' o
Pm

Then writing — cot' o = cot' x
Pm

it becomes
Pn

Pa =

aA + ^cot'a^sm'

Pn

sin' a(l+cot' x) sin' a cosec' x

sin' X

Pais then given by the equations

By expansion in series the log's of these radii of curvature
may be thus expressed:

log Pm =7.3199482-[3.3448221] cos 2«

+[6.27371.. ] cos 4<^-

log Pn = 7.3214243 - 14.8677005] cos 2*

+(7.79659..] cos4<^-

log Pa =Iog Pn -[3.4712365] cos' <t> cos' a

+[5.00366. .] cos* 4> cos< a-
The numbers in brackets are the log's of constant numerical
coefficients.

For tables giving the values of pm pn , etc., see the Supple-
ment to the Manual of Dom. Land Surveys.

(8), (9)

(10)

(11)

(12)
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2. A Trigonometric Survey.

Objects of such a survey.

Choice of stations. Well-conditioned triangles. The base
net.

Height of stations in order to overcome the earth's curva-
ture:

f)a33

Let A and B be two stations whose height? above sea
level are H\ antl Ht. and distance apart .s. is the centre jf

curvatiwe of the ar< s. The curved lin*- AB \% the path of the
ray of light between the two statiosis. = is the zenith distance
of B observed iO. A. We have then in the triangle ABO:

.80 ^ sin BAO
~M) sin /1j50

p-\-Hi _ sin(z-|-r) ^sin(2-f r)

P+H{ sin(s+r— <r)

Hi

P ^l

P 2

or

or

or

1 +

1 +

sin(s-fr)cos o- — cos(£+r) sifl <*^

-a cotfs+r)

0^?) ('" 'p') =l+--ot(. + r)+;'^



II,- Us = HI cot Z — r <c>r<t'i"'

expanding liy 'rayli>r'> ihcorfni. Tlu'ii a?.

p(T = ,s-, r = nia.

m (k'noiiiiK ilu' roi'ltiru'iii <>t n-fraciiDii, and : i> lu-arly 9*)°.

"=-"'-( -T)- i
= .v ci't : + \\-tm) (1:1)

If //' n<i\\ 1»- till- lu'inlu ()! llic ra\- AH at a clisiaiiii- s'

ivmn A . wf lia\<'

• //' -//, =.v'o>t :-i- •'
, l-2w

-p

.,. . . , . 1 — 2w
Wnting ^ lor and ilimiiiatinucdI : Ik- Iween this

-P

c<|. ..ml i:} . we lind

Then »()l\iiiji for //, w( h,i\i

= k's'-.s)

.1 — s

(14;

This jiivts tin- IicIkIu lu-ct-'warx f**r a station at A in ordtT
that a distant station M. of known h»^lit //.. niav l>e visible
<)\ir an intiTvcninjj I'levation //'.

ll wr sohc lor //' \\v have

WW 1 1'* Mil , ,_ ,, ,

// = s'+Jf,-ks\s-s'): 115)

whiih ^\\vs thf k'iKJH of tin- ra\ of light at a given distance
from .1

( larke g'^i"' 'he following \aliies for m:
For rays crossing; the sea, w = .08()1»

For ra\^ not inosinj; the sea, w; = .l)7.")(t

Mcdsurement of u l-a.sc line Ci'oiletic base lines are now
measured with tain-s or win > of invar, an alloy compt»!i»'d
of iron atid nickel in the proportion of ()4 to :W. This maters.**
has an extremely small KK-fficient of exjjansion, so that tbr
difficulty experienced in iletennininK the temperature correc-
tion, when other materials are used, is thus obviated. Good
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-^__.ts may also lie olnained with a well standanli/i-d steel
tape b> workiriK in cloudy weather or at night so as to avoid
iiuddeii changes of tenifK-raturc.

In making a measurement the tajx? is stretched clear of
the ground by applying a ojnsiderahle tension, and rests at
Its zero points on supports in the form of tripcnls or stakes
driven firmly into the ground. The rear zero division of the
tajK' having been placed in coincidence with a fine mark on
tlie head of its support, the relative iM)sitions of the forward
zero division of the ta|H' and the mark on its sup|)ort may
then l)e measured with a scale. The distance between the
marks on the two supi)orts may be found bv applving certain
corrections to the tape length. These corrections are:

For tem|x;rature,
For tension,

For sag, and
For grade.

Correction for temperature:

Ci = aL(t-l„) (Itt)
in which

L =the standard length of tajK-;

/„ =thc temperature at which it is standard;
/ = temperature at time of measurement;
a = coefficient of expansion.

Correction for tension:

. . .
f^-eTL (17)m which

(= extension of unit length due to unit tension.
7"= tension in lbs.

Correction for sag:

Z,V-' ^ L / W \ -•

^^ 24 T 24 \t)
(18)

in which

'w =wt. of unit of length of ta|K'

H' = wt. of tape.
( orret ion for grade: Denoting the difference of elevation

of the end supports, determined bv levelling, bv //, we have

= A-Z-i

L

1

"

2
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h h

(0'+ (111)

This first term in this expression is nearlv always sufticient.

The followinjj may lie used as the ((K-ftinents of expansion
for steel and invar tapes:

Steel. 0.(K)0()114

Invar, 0.00000041

In the absence of experinental data the extension of a
steel tape may he computed from its modulus of elasticity
280(MM)00 ll)s. The extension of invar may l)e taken to Ik-

0.00000(M)4;«)4 ft.

per 11)., per foot, per stj. in. of cross .section.

The distance between the sup|)orts, reduced to the horizon-
tal, then is

Lo =Z.+ri+r2-r:i-ri (20)

Reduction of a base measurement to sea Irrel—

/vgJ^

Let, S = measured length of base, // being its luight iiliovc

sea level

;

l> =ils length reduced to sea level.

Then we have

n p-\-ll p+ li

h

P + h
B-"=«('-^) = "

= H

P \ P P- P /



"(:-» (21)

Thv first tirni hi-ri- is usually su»>irifiit.

.1 broken hasi'~ \{ is sonit'timcs lU'ci-ssary to measure a
l)aM" line in two parts, deHectinn through a small angle at
this |K)int of juiu tion.

/I _ ._,_-

Let a and b. Fig. ij-,, l,o the two parts, making the small
angle (' with one another It is retiuired to find the length c
We ha\e

<' =«-"+//-'-|-2 ab cos C,

= a-+b' + 2«/Yl - yY nearly,

= (a+by'-(ibC-,

V ia + b)'J'

, abC-= a+b
or, if ( is in seconds

i=u+h- -

- a+b '

sin- 1" ahC-

2 a+b
(22)

, sin= 1"
'"K 2 =110701198

7V; interf)ol,ttr a portion of a />««• -Sometimes a iK)rtion
of a hase cannot i)e directly measured. In Fig. Mi. <i .ind /,

and the angles P {) and K are measured; it is reiiuired to find
the length .v. We have

Ml-: ^ ,-,in.l (•/•: _ sin .1

" ^i" I' «+.v ~ sin {>

UK _ a sin (J

( /: ~ (a'+x}sinP



Again,

r/o.36

BE ^ sin (/I -f /If) CE ^smiA+R)
b+x sin {R-P) b " s\n(R-Q)

^^ = i*±^) sin (/?-<;)

CE '^ bs\n(R-P)
.'. e(|uating, we have

ab sin Q»\n{R-P)
"sin P »\n{R-Q) "

_. .
'^ab-i-ia+b)x+x*

I hen write

tin= A' = '*"* ^'" ^ «•"('?->')

(o-6)^sinPsin(/e-(>)
an<l we have

x-+'a+b)x+ab-i(a-h)^ tan^^ /:=0

(a+Af) (A+x)

(23)

A=-J(a+6)± x'}(a+6)--oA+ l(a-6)2tan»/:
= -hi.a+h) ± v/i(o-6)»+i(a-6)J tan' K
= -\(a+h)±^{a-b) sec K (24)

If a = 6 this solutiun fails. In that case write

tan» K' = ~ •'*'-^ ^^^ (^^:^ (25)

sin P sin (/?-())

then we have

x'+(a+b)x+ab -tan^ K' =
and x=-l(a+b)± ^'i(a+bj^-ab+ tiin- K'

= -h(a+b)± Ju^^y+tan-'- K'
= -\(a+h)± tixn A" r2t;'

Measurement of angles—The angles of a triangii'ation
may he measured either with a direction theodolite, or one
of the reix-'tilion |)attern. The circle of the former instrument
is usually read by three ecjuidistant verniers or microscopes.
In nuM>uring the angles at a station each of the distant
stations is sighted in order, from left to right, and the micro-
sce^Ks read. The telesco|H' is then transited, or re\irsed in



the stancJartlH and oarh station i» again »ightcd. in the order
irom riKht to left, and the microsfo|ie» again reatJ. A value
ol each angle is thus obtained from each microwoiie. and in
each position of the instrument, direct and reversed The
mean value of the angle thus ohttined is free from the effect
of eccentricity and errors of adjustment of the instrument.
V\ith throe microscopes the effect of reversal is to give, for
each station sighted, six readings distributed at equal inter-
vals round the circle, thus minimizing the effect of division
errors of the circle. If the construction of the stand permits
the circle may now lie turned to a new position and the angle
measurements repealed, etc.. thus further diminishing the
etiect of division errors.
A repetition theodolite is usually read by verniers, antl

with this pattern of instrument the re[»tition principle may
ix; used to advantage. It may In- thus descrilnd:

Let ..4 (the left-hand station) and B U- two stations, the
angle between which is to be measured.

Point to A and read verniers. Loosen U|)per clamp ami
point to B and read verniers. Then l<K)sen lower clamp and
again point loA. Then loosen upper clamp and again point
to B. thus obtaining a reading equal to double the angle
1 his process may be rejieated until a final reading is obtained
equal to. say, six times the angle between the two stations

Next l<K)sen the lower clamp, transit the telescope, and
point to B. Then lof)sen upixr clamp, turn vernier plate
in a clockwise direction, and point to A, thus diminishing
the final reading of the first set of repetitions by the amount
ol the angle between the two stations. Rejieat this opera-
tion as often as in the first set. thus obtaining a final reading
approximating closely to the initial reading.

It is to be noted that in both sets of repetitions the vernier
plate 18 always turned in a clockwise direction; that in *he
first set the instrument is turned from A to B with the upper
clamp loose aiid the lower clamp tight; and that in the second
set these conditions are reversed.
The required angle is now found by taking the mean of the

differences Ijetween the initial and final k adings in the two
sets, and dividing by the number of repetitions. This result
IS largely free from the effect of a drag of the circle by the
vernier plate.

'

Reduction of an observed ang,le to centre oj Jto/»o«—This
reduction is necessary when for some reason the centre of a
station cannot be occupied by the obserx er.

• '? ^^i:
^^ ^ ''' ^^^ c«?ntre of the station, O the point occu-

P'"'vJ ^"^''^'^ ^ ^ ^"'' "^ ^'*^ me;isured, and the distance— The angle A is required. We have
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11(1

A^H/H x^O-x+v:
m -III 7m Mil p

sin \ -
/<

Thfii A .111(1 V luiiiK small wi' ina\ -^iil^titiitr their rir( ular
nuMsiirt's for tiuir sim-s, and write tluni i

i the lomi .v sin I"
and V sin 1", .>• and ,v beiiiK ex|)ri'SM(l in mco iI m> that \m
have

(27)
.1

m sinUrn sin >

f sin 1" "^
Asin I"

Distant stations are renderetl \ isIMe li\ means of acet\ Icie

lamps for ni^ht work, .iii'l heliotro|H's for day work. I>.

-

scription of s<mie forms of iieliotroiK;.
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•i. ("OMIM TATUIN Oh rilK I HI AM.I I.ATION.

J|u' |H.r(i„n „f ilu. surfa.v of ihi- .phin.i.l romaim-.l withi,,
.1 IriaiiKl.. ,> a^.unu,l t., Ik- a iH.rtion of a «|,luTual «urfa.r
xvlM.M' ra.lu.s ,H ilu- K«-.Mmiri.- .man ..f th,- prinripal ra.lii uf
. urvauirr at ilu- antral |>,)iiit nf ilu- iriaiiKU.

Sphrnail rx,rs.s of a iriam-lr It i« HJiown in Hnheri.al
ti...nu-.rv that thr >nn, of tlu- anxlt-s „f a .pluri.al trianK>,
.s. .•»•(!> two riKliI aiiKJi., |,y an ani.>unt t.-rnud ihi- •snlu-ri. al
•'M'*;^ "f lilt- iri.innlf.

To find liir sftheniai exress oj a givnt lrianf>le:

- X-

/ ' ^

'A^

V
\

1

\
i

\ !

/7c. JS

l-yl .l/^( Ik' a >|)liirual inanKk', and A'li' an.i C i^oints
.li.mu-.nra]lyo,,,H.s,tc

1 H and C. Tin- surface ..f the lun.i-
s,,u-rr i> mad,, up of the thrcv iunt-s AHA'C, liCIi'A. and

•
IW an.l .1 h less iwui. the area of the triangle ABC.

1.v"T we hair
' '"'' '""' ""' '"'"* "^ '^^^ *"''"«''^

I. line .1 = • 27r/e- =2.1/^-

l.une /i =2BR-
l.une ( =2<:7?^'

2. 1 /^-+ 2BR- + 2( 7^- - 2^ = 2nR^

or A+B + C--rr =
/e-

N3
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I N

M

or

or, denoting the spherical excess by « we have in seconds

A__ (28)
* " R* sin 1"

For a triangle on the earth's surface this may be written

= ^ (29)

Pm pn sin 1"

The area of the triangle, in all but extreme cases, may be
computed as if the triangle were plane, so that we may write

ab sin C (30)

2pm Pn sin i"

o' sin B sin C (31)

2p«p,sjn l"sin(5+C)
The value of 1/2 pm Pn sin 1"—which we may denote by m

—

may be computed by the expression

Jog
2^^;;^i^',

= 10.372023+ [3.469754] cos 2« (32)

the number in brackets being the log. of a constant coefficient.

The following table was computed by (32)

:

«
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Legendre's theorem—This theorem may be
If the sides of a spherical triangle are small

with the radius of the sphere, it may be solved as a plane
triangle by first diminishing each angle by one-third of the
spherical excess of the triangle.

To prove this, let

A B and C be the angles of the triangle,

a b and c the sides, expressed in radians,

A'B' and C the angles of a plane triangle, whose sides

a |9 and y have the same lengths expressed in feet as
those of the spherical triangle.

« m
40^ 10.37253
41 243
42 233
43 223
44 213
45 202
46 192
47 182
48 171
49 161

m
10.37151

141
131

121

111

101

092
082
073
064
055

thus stated :

in comparson
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Then we have

cos a— cos b cos ccos^
sin b sin c

.2

0y

2r* "^ 24?

,2

'^ Ci- &\
6r2 /

_/ 0'+y'-a\ CL*-0*-y*-Qff
\ 2/37

= ^'+7'-tt'
, a*-^-y*-%0iyi

2/37
"^

24^^^5

+ /y +/3^7'- g'/y+/3V+7^- ttV
12/87^2

= ^±>'-«' + .^S:^M:7l:^2a^^-2aV-2^7' (a)
2^7 '2i^^

Now in the triangle A'B'C we have

ib)

ic)

id)

., ^+7*-o2

v2_„2X2

V 2/37 /
^ _ a«+|y+7'-2a'i9'- 2aV-2;3V

4/3'7'
-

.'. by (a) (6) and (c) we have

cos A =cos ^' — sin^' ^
6r2

Then as^ ime A=A'-\-Q
and we nave cos A =cos ^'-« sin ^'
by Taylor's theorem. Therefore comparing with (rf) we have

,, &yflsin^' = sinM'
6r'
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or e=
0ys\nA'

6r« 3r*
. i/37 sin A'

3r' 3

This proves the theorem.

If the three angles of a triangle are measured, the spherical

excess may be computed by (30) or (31) using the values of

the angles given by measurement. The closing error then is

l80°+t-{A+B+C)
which may be divided among the angles, giving to each a

correction which is inversely proportional to its weight. One
third of the spherical excess is then deducted from each angle,

and the triangle solved as a plane triangle. If the three

angles have equal weights the closing error may therefore be

found as if the triangle were plane and divided equally among
them.

For triangles the lengths of whose sides do not greatly

exceed 6 miles the error due to the neglect of spherical excess

is not likely to amount to 0.01 ft.

In the case of a triangulation consisting of an intricate

chain or network of triangles, the angles must be subjected

to a rigid process of adjustment before the triangles are

solved. The adjustment of a triangulation constitutes a

subject in itself, which is beyond the scope of these notes.

(Leading principles outlined).



4. Geodetic Positions.

The latitude and longitude of one of the stations, and the

azimuth of a triangle side extending from that station, having

been determined astronomically, the geographical co-ordinates

of all the stations of the triangulation may now be computed.

The problem thus presented for solution is:

Given the latitude and longitude of a point on the earth s

surface, and the length and initial azimuth of the line drawn

from it to a second point, to determine the latitude and

longitude of this point, and the azimuth of the first point as

seen from the second.

/7G.39

In Fig. 39 A is the first point and B the second; C is the
' \ AC and BC are the meridians of A and B, O is the

j« of the spheroid. AN and BN' are normals to the
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spheroid at the points A and B. A'B'C is a spherical tri-

angle, the centre of the sphere being at N. We have given

then
01 ai and s

and are required to find

01 AL and aj

Tofind A0( = «,-0i)—
, J .,. X .

In the triangle A'B'C we have given b c and X (-ai), and

must find o( = 9O''-0i'), C('^M), and B.

We have
,

cos o = cos 6 cos c+sin b sin c cos A
or sin 0»' = sin 0i cos c+cos <f>i sin c cos ai

«sin 01A - -nj+c cos 01 cos ai

or sin 0»— sin 01= c cos 01 cos ai 5-sm0i

But sin 0j'-sin 0i=sin(0i+A0')— sin 0i

= sin 01 A -^ j+A0' cos 0i-8in 0i

A0" .

=A0 COS 01 2~ ®"* ^1

A0'* .
c» • J

/. A0 cos 01 ~ sin 01 -c COS 0i cos m — -y sin 0i

or A0 ^ tan 0i= c cos ai k- tan 0i.

Assuming as a first approximation

A0' = c cos tti

and substituting in the term in A0'*, we have

A0' = c cos ai 2" '*" *>+ "2^ *^*" *' "*** "*

= c cos ai— ^ tan 0i sin* oi (33)

NThen substituting c=

we have (A0' being in seconds)

This gives the difference of latitude on an imaginary sphere

whose radius is JV("-p«), whereas the radius should be



assumed equal to the value of pm for the mean of the latitudes

of A and B, or, with sufficient precision, for the latitude

ttti+ i^tf'. We have then

Pm
Also 0i:-0,+A0 (86)

To find AL—
Again, in the triangle A'B'C, we have

. _, sin c sin ^'
sm C *=

sm a

sin c sin at

cos 0j'

or, substituting arcs for sines

c sin ai

or sin AL =

or in seconds

AL =

AL =

cos 0j'

5 sm at

N sin 1" cos 0j'

To find Ao( = o' — ai)

—

We have

But

or

taniU'4-B0 = '-°4r"J^«ti<^'cos§(a-|-o)

A'+B'= ai+lSO'-o',
= 180°-(o'-a,),

= 180''-Ao;

a-6 = 90°-«»-90°+</>i,
= -(0»-«i)=-A</);

a+b= 90°-<t>t+90''-<t>i

= 180°-(<>,+^);

^ , . cos i A(^ ^ 1 A r
cot tAo= -T—-- - cot i AL;

sm <t>m

tan^Aa= '"" ^"^"^ tan | AL

;

cos ^A<f>

or, substituting arcs for tangents

sin
Aa =AL

(37)

(38)

cos 5A0
'

This is termed the convergence of the meridians of A and B.
Then finally

o,= 180°+a'
= 180''+ai+Ao (39)
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An expression giving Aa directly in terms of the data is

sometimes useful. It may be derivetl as follows: Taking the

equation
,

.,

sin A' cot J5 ->sm c cot o— cos c cos i4 ,

it may be thus transformed

sin ai
tan B' -

sin c cot b — cos c cos ai

sin ai

cos ai f Icos c —sm c
cot h

cos

tan ai

'ac' cot h

2 cos ai

1
— tan ..(

fCot6 ,
c' f*

cot' h

^"•""ESSTT 2 "^ cos'

3t»^\
>' a,7

(c cot 6 > c^ ,
c' cot' 6 \

"cosa, "•" T'*"^os'«.7

But 5 = 180" -a', .-.

tan a' — tan oi = tan «i f
"c cot h c' cot' h

+ —

+

cos oi 2 cos' ai /
Also u' = ai+Ao, .•. by Taylor's theorem

tan o' = tan(ai+Aa)
= tan oi+Aa sec' ai+Aa' tan ai sec' tti

.'. , substituting, we have

Aa sec' oi+Ao' tan oi sec' oi = tan a<
c cot b . c^ . c^ cot' b

cos a I

c' cot'j&\

cos' ai /

or Aa+Aa' tan ai = c cot b sm oi+ -» ^'" "' cos oi

+c' cot' b tan oi

Assuming as a first approximation
Aa=c cot b sin ai

and substituting in the term containing Aa' we find after

reduction

Aa = c cot b sin ai+ ^ *'" "• ™* oi(l+2 cot' b)

or in seconds

A„--^ iM.«^'"»' +1/'Y—̂ -^r'- (l+2tan'.^,)^"-
A^ sinl" ^2V^/ sml"
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X tan 01

By writing (40)

X » 5 sin ai y^s cos ai

equations (34), (35), (37) and (40) Ijccomt

y _ x' tan «, (41)

p«8ini" 2p«p, sinl"

____*„, (42)

Pa COS 4t' sin 1"

P.sint''
+ 2p,'sf„l"(^+2tan'«.)(43)

These equations should not be used for distances exceeding
20 miles. (38) should lie used in preference to (40) or (43)
when all the unknown quantities are required.

For longer distances—approaching 100 miles—the following
equations may be used

:

s sin ai 5 cos a\x= ' y =
Pn Pn

y tan' a i _ x' tan «' (44)

2sinl"sinl'
^<t>' = „--V/ + 3 sin 1"

0' =01+ 1st two terms

A0 = A<t>'
Pn

Pm

X sin' 1" cos'0i'\ (45)

cos 0,' sin 1" ^ 6
^'^^^

V sin' «' /

Aa =

AL' = 1 St term ifn' = 0i+A0'

AL sin 0„ _ sin' 1"
, , / _ cos'J A0\ (46)

cos^A<. --j2^^^*^i^^ sin'0«V

0»i = 01+ 2*^0 Ao' = 1st term.

The following log's are here useful

:

1/ sin 1" = 5.31442513 log sin' T'/G =11.59300

; 3 sin 1"=4.83730 log sin' 1"/ 12 = 12.29197

V'2 sin 1" = 5.0133951

.p/e.—Let 5 = 20 miles, 0,=44° 30', ai = 48° 20'.

To find A0', eq. (34)—
log 5 (in ft.) = 5.0236639
log cos oi = 9.8226883

logPn

lug sin 1'

= 7.3214108

= 6.6855749
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4.8463!,22
2.00698.U

lug 090.8225 - 2.8393C65

log 0.5

log tan ^1
log tnn' a\

lug sin 1"

5.67873

- 1.69897
- 9.99242
-10.10129
- 6.»W557

log 1.4355 - 0.15698

M' = 689".387
= ir29".387

To find J^«, eq. (35)—
log Sit>'

log Pn

- 2.8384631
- 7.3214108

log p.. - 7.3199151

log A«
10.1598739

- 2.8399588
= 69r'.765
= 11'31".765
= 44" W
= 44" 41' 31".765

To find AL, eq. (37)—
log s

log sin a\

= 5.0236639
= 9.8733352

log p«

log sin 1"

log cos <t>t'

= 7.3214108

= 6.6855749
= 9.8518109

4.8965^991

1.8587966

log 1091.952
AL

= 3.0382035
= 1091 ".952

= 18' 11".952

The second term in eq. (45) in this example =0".00O5.
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To find ^n, eq. (38)—

I(»J{ 8in ^m
-3.0382075
-9.8464010

log cos }A^ -9.9999993

log 766.»)72

Aa

2.884(K)91

-2.HH4»098
- 12' 40".(172

The secomi term in e(|. (46/ h ro amount!! to 0".001.
To find at, eq. (39)

—

ai - 48" 20' 00"

Aa - 12' 46".672
180° 00' 00"

at «228'' 32' 46".672

The above equations (41), (42), (43) and (38) may readily
be adapted for the solution of a variety of problems. Thus

—

given ^1 0t and AL
to find ai aj and s.

We have x-AL . px cos ^ sin 1"
(47)

A^ • ." 1 1 ** tan 01 . ,,
y-Aif, . p„ sm 1" 4- i ^ - ^.~t, P- sm 1'

Pm Pn sm 1

A<f> . Pm sm 1"+ -^^
^Pll

Then tan ai =f

Ao- AL
sin 0,

j =

(48)

(49)

(50)

cos \ Att>

as= 180°-t-ai+Ao

X ^ y
sin ai cos oi

Again, given 0i ,id oi,

to find s L.x^ and at.

We have from (48) and (49)

. . . , „ , / tan' ai tan <t>iy= A0 . Pm sin I" + '- ~ ^
^p»

= A« . p„ sin l"-t-(A« . p„sin 1")'
tan^°itan».

X" ytan ai (51)



*-
in ai ro* «i

AL-
*

p. COS ^ lun i"

Any other problem in which three of ihc»e mx quantities

are given may lie solved in a similar manner.

The 'oregomg etjuationB may l>e used in reducing to differ-

ences of {:<titude and longitude the courses of a traverse line.

Only the firi* l"rnis are here necessary, so that we may write

x> J sin a > — * cos a

y

I
sin I'

Aa- >AL sin (52)

Pa Cf>S silt 1

X tan »
p. sin i'

In latitude 45° the maximum values of the second terms of

the above expressions, for a length of 1 mik", are, n spectively
0' '.0066

.0093

.0098

The use to be made of Aa is to correct the azimuth of a

course referred to the meridian of the initial station of the

traverse, to refer it to the meridian of the initial point of the

course. As a correction it is additive. The algebraic signs of

X and y must lie carefully observed.



5. Certain Probi.kms which cxcur in the Dominion
Lands Systkm of Sl'rvky.

A general (k'scription of that MyHtem <)f Hurvt-y.

(1) To find the amplitude «»f a meridian ar' having a given

length; and fonvomely.
We hhave

^.
P«sinl"

A^ being in tteconds; and conversely

i-ii* . Pm sin 1"

If the arc is at a height // above sea level, t en

'^*"(p.+//)sinT^

(AS)

(54)

nearly. Conversely

Pm sin I" \ Pm/

5-A«.p„sin 1"A+ ^')

(55)

(56)

Exampit.—Find the amplitude of an arc whose lengt*^ is

24 miles, middle latitude 52°, and height -'»ove sea level

1200 feet.

Eq. (55) log 24
log .')280

»1..-{802 112
-3.7220339

log 5 (in ft.) -5.1028451

logp»
log sin i

"

= 7.3204817

= 0.0855749

2.00tiO56«

log 1249.650
log //

= 3.()<tH7S85

= 3.07918

log Pm - 7 ,2048

log 0.0717

6.17.597

= 2.85549

= 1249.578
= 20' 49".578
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For finding the length of a meridian arc exceeding about a
degree the following expression may be used:

5^[5.56182842]A0 (in degrees)
- 5.0269884] cos 24>„ sin A<t>

+ 2.0527848] cos 40„ sin 2A0
-[1.17356. .] cos 600 sin 3A<.+

in which
A<t> = the difference of latitude of its extremities,

<t>o =the mean of the extreme latitudes.

The numbers in brackets are logarithms.

This expression is sufficient for finding the length of a whole
quadrant.

(2) Given two points on the same parallel of latitude, at

a given distance apart, to find their difference of longitude,

and the convergence of their meridians.

Fie. 40

A and B are the two points; ADB a normal section, and
AEB a parallel of latitude. PD is drawn at right angles to

ADB. The triangle PDB gives

sin BPD = sin BD
sin PB

or sm
AL ^ "'"2Ar

2 cos <t>

or, as AL is assumed to be small, this may be written

AL= xr^—-N cos </)
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or in seconds M' (58)

TV cos sin 1"

If the higher powers of AZ, and s/2N are retained in the
expansions, this becomes

^ -
IvT -!•"," + ^"o/" (AL')'sin'« (59)ivcos0sml 24

in which AL' is the first term. As
N cos<t> = P,

the radius of the parallel of latitude, this may be written

AL rT,+
sin" 1'

\P sin 1'7
sin' ^ (60)P sin 1" ' 24

For a chord 6 miles in length, in latitude 52°, the second
term of (60) amounts to only 0".00008, a quantity quite
inappreciable, so that the first term may be considered exact.

Again, in the triangle PDB we have

tan BD (61)
cos PBD =

tan PB
s

or

or

sm
Aa

tan 2N

Ao =

cot

5 tan <t>

N

Aa =

—Aa being small— ; or in seconds
5 tan 4> (62)

AT sin 1"

The higher terms are here also inappreciable. From (58)
and (61) we have

Aa = AZ. sin ^
(See eq. 52).

The deflection angle between two consecutive chords of
the same length is clearly

s tan ^

and the azimuth of a chord at either extremity

Att

2

To find the difference in length of s and the arc of the
parallel p we have

sm'' 0,

90°-

AZ,=

and

N cos<t>'^ 24

A^ cos <^

54 \ AT cos 0/



'M

Equating these we have

*-5=-j (-^r^-^y s\n* 4> N COS <k
'^ 24 \A^cos^/

5

24

(63)

To find the length of an offset from the chord to the parallel

of latitude.

Applying eq. (33) to the arc DE, Fig. 40, we have, denoting

AD and DE by x and y, respectively,

-^ = ^cosa-L(;;ytan«sin«a

5
and by (61) cos a = ^^ tan <>

.*. writing sin' a = 1 we have

or y=

x{s-x)

27V»

x{s-x)

2N

tan <p

tan <t>.

(64)

f
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6. Trigonometric Levelling.

A and B are two stations whose difference of elevation is

to be determined; A' and B' are the apparent positions of
A and B, affected by refraction. The altitude h of B, observed
at A, and the distance s, are assumed to be known.

F/s.^f

Denoting the height BC of B above A by H, we have
sin5^C'

But

and

H=AC'
sin ABC

BAC'=h-r+CAC' =h-r+ ~
,

=h-m<T +~ ,

ABC' = 90''-h+r-<r
= 90°-h+ma-(r
= 90°-{h+ {l-m)c).
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sin{A+ (^-ffl)g} (65)

C0S{A + (1-W)ff['

See Supp. to Manual of Dominion Land Surveys.
For the numerical value of m see p. 76.

In eq. (65) it is assumed that the distance s is equal to the
chord AC. If A and 3 are stations of a trigonometric survey
and J is obtained by the solution of a triangle, then it is the

distance AB reduced to sea level. The correction to 5 for

elevation is

//.

<-"'){'-i(:)r

Hi being the height of A above sea level. Also the correction

to reduce from the arc to the chord is

24(7)
so that the length of the chord AC is

IIr

the second correction only becoming appreciable for con-
siderable distances.

Reciprocal zenith distances—
If the zenith distances 2 and 2' be observed simultaneousl y

at the two stations the eflfect oi refraction is eliminated, if

it can be assumed to aflfect the two zenith distances equally.

Thus, returning to the above equation for H, we have

BAC = QO°-z-r-j-^

ABC=l80°-z'-r
But we have also

A'AB=z+r=im°-{z'+ r)-\-<7

so that r =

which therefore becomes known. Substituting this we have
2'-2

BAC =

ABC = fH)''-
z'-z+ a

substituting in the first above expression for // gives

II = s
(2'-2j (66)

cos \{z' — s-\-a)

s having been corrected for elevation, and if necessary for

curvature.
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